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SUMMARY 
 
This annual report provides the Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors a comprehensive overview of Santa Clara County Sheriff’s Office military 
equipment and usage. The format of this report was crafted in a manner that conforms to California Government Code section 7072(a) to include the 
following information for the reporting period of April 1, 2023 - March 31, 2024:  
 
Statistics/Uses: During this reporting period, the Law Enforcement Bureau responded to approximately 119,191 incidents through a combination of 
calls for service by the community and proactive law enforcement. There were fifty-seven (57) uses or deployments across all approved equipment 
categories during this reporting period. The Custody Bureau had seventy-eight (78) uses across all approved equipment categories in both facilities 
combined during this reporting period. These uses should be considered with staff running a 24/7 operation with an average daily population of 
approximately 2,900 incarcerated individuals and a total of 32,731 custody bookings during this reporting period. The Sheriff's Office reserve deputies 
employed by the Stanford Department of Public Safety did not have any deployments across all approved categories of military equipment.  
 
Audits/Transparency: All uses of this equipment were audited to include report and body worn camera reviews to ensure adherence to policy.  
Corrective action was taken on one (1) incident for improper deployment distance of a chemical agent and two (2) uses are currently being investigated 
by Internal Affairs for policy violations. The Internal Affairs cases will be shared with OCLEM for independent review in accordance with the 
information sharing agreement.  
 
Analysis: While the year-to-year comparison suggests a slight uptick in the military equipment usage for both the Law Enforcement and Custody 
Bureaus, several factors must be considered to include last year’s report captured data starting May 1, 2022, as well as an increase of around 5,000 
calls for law enforcement services. The military equipment usage by Sheriff’s Office staff was still low in contrast to the number of incidents in which 
Sheriff's Office staff responded. Of note, the usage of Clear-Out in the Custody setting was down from 17 to 12 uses during this reporting period. This 
low usage rate is a direct reflection of the judiciousness of use as well as the incident intensity reduction efforts by staff. It is the position of the Sheriff's 
Office that equipment defined under AB 481 is vital in the resolution of critical incidents and violent confrontations to keep the public and our staff 
safe. We are seeking approval for several additional items to better resolve critical incidents and gain voluntary compliance of subjects. The additional 
equipment will improve the likelihood incidents will be resolved without the use of deadly force. The Sheriff’s Office remains committed to transparent 
reporting and review as well as judicious and responsible use of the equipment. 
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LAW ENFORCEMENT BUREAU 
 

CATEGORY 1 - ROBOTS 
 

Bomb Disposal Robots 
 

Inventory 
 

Equipment Type Quantity 
Remotec Andros Mark VI F6B (1997) 1 
Remotec Mini-Andros II (2004) 1 
Qinetiq Dragon Runner 20 (2012) 1 
Remotec Spartan (2023) 1 
ICOR Technology Mini-Caliber Robot (2024) – In the Procurement Process 1 

 
Use Reporting 
 

Use 
Number 

Date Incident 
Type 

Other 
Agency 
Assist? 

Use Summary Complaints?  
If yes, add summary 

Use & Policy 
Audit (action 
taken if any) 

1 8/12/2023 Suspected 
Improvised 
Explosive 

Device 
(IED) 

Mitigation 

No An individual made comments about possessing a 
bomb on a chat forum. A bucket, garbage bag, and 
container with potentially explosive powder were 

located near train tracks by Saratoga-Sunnyvale Road. 
The Bomb Squad was activated to assist with 
mitigation and identification of the potentially 

hazardous materials. A bomb disposal robot was used 
to move the bucket to an open area and remotely 

remove the lid for further testing. County Fire tested 
the powder in the garbage bag, which tested positive 

There have been no 
complaints via Internal 
Affairs, email, written 

mail, or phone call 
about this use. 

Audit on 
10/10/23 - No 

policy 
violations  
(JP 2108) 
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for fentanyl and methamphetamine. No explosive 
material was located among the examined items. The 

DEA was contacted and collected the suspected drugs. 

2 10/15/2023 Assist to 
SERT for 

Barricaded 
Subject 

No Sheriff’s Office personnel responded to a reported 
assault with a deadly weapon, domestic violence, and 

criminal threats incident. The victim was able to 
escape from the suspect, who had threatened her with 
a knife, and called for help. The suspect barricaded 

himself in the attached garage of the residence. SERT, 
Bomb Squad, and CNT responded to assist in 

resolving the incident. The Bomb Squad was only 
able to partially breach the side door of the garage 

with a bomb disposal robot. SERT breached a window 
and deployed chemical agents into the garage. The 

suspect ultimately exited the garage without incident 
and was arrested. 

There have been no 
complaints via Internal 
Affairs, email, written 

mail, or phone call 
about this use. 

Audit on 
10/15/23 - No 

policy 
violations 
 (JP 2108) 

3 10/19/2023 Suspected 
Improvised 
Explosive 

Device 
(IED) 

Mitigation 

Milpitas 
PD 

Milpitas PD responded to a reported suspicious device 
that appeared to be a vest with a phone and a timer 

attached. The item was located in an apartment 
complex trash receptacle across from the Great Mall. 
A bomb disposal robot was deployed for observation 
and device mitigation. It was determined to be non-

explosive. 

There have been no 
complaints via Internal 
Affairs, email, written 

mail, or phone call 
about this use. 

Audit on 
10/19/23 - No 

policy 
violations 
 (JP 2108) 
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Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) 
 

Inventory / Use Reporting 
 
The Sheriff’s Office is currently solidifying the funding for the unmanned aerial systems prior to procurement and therefore does not have any 
reportable uses for this reporting period. 
 
Intended Acquisition in 2024 
 

Equipment Type Quantity 
Skydio X10 8 
Brinc Lemur 2 2 

 
Tactical Micro-Robot 

 
Requested Acquisition for 2024 
 

Equipment Type Cost Per Unit Quantity Sought 
Recon Robotics Throwbot 2 $51,000 3 

Description, Justification, and Funding Source 
The Recon Robotics Throwbot 2 is a handheld robot that can be thrown into hazardous situations to provide SERT operators to quickly make 
informed decisions in dynamic, rapidly evolving incidents. This micro-robot is designed to be able to crawl over a variety of terrain, clearing obstacles 
up to 2″ tall. The robot can be directed to move through a structure and transmit real time video and audio to the operator. These reconnaissance 
features can locate and identify subjects, confirm presence of hostages, or reveal the room layout. It is critical to gather as much information as 
possible in high-risk or critical incidents to provide the best chance at sound decision making and leverage all resources in hopes of resolving the 
incident peacefully. It is the position of the Sheriff’s Office that this piece of equipment is reasonably cost effective and there are no other reasonable 
alternatives to this equipment as bomb disposal robots are not as agile or functional as tactical micro-robots and reconnaissance is not the primary 
function of that equipment. The Sheriff’s Office plans to have the equipment donated by the Sheriff’s Advisory Board (SAB) or absorb the cost in 
the department’s annual budget allocation.  
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Total Annual Cost 
 
The estimated annual maintenance costs for all equipment in this category would be approximately $1000-2000 for replacement parts. 
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CATEGORY 2 - ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIERS  
 
Inventory 
 

Equipment Type Quantity 
Lenco Bearcat G3 (2009) 1 
Chevrolet Suburban 4WD 2500 (1998) 1 

 
Use Reporting 
 

Use 
Number 

Date Incident 
Type 

Other 
Agency 
Assist? 

Use Summary Complaints? 
If yes, add summary 

Use & 
Policy Audit 

(action 
taken if any) 

1 4/5/2023 Arrest 
Warrant 

Gilroy/ 
Morgan 
Hill PD 

Gilroy PD and the US Marshals Service obtained an 
arrest warrant for a subject who was wanted for a gang 

related stabbing. The subject was also a parolee-at-
large and had an extensive criminal history. Gilroy PD 
requested and utilized the ARV to assist with their safe 

apprehension of the suspect. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, or 
phone call about this 

use. 

Audit on 
10/10/23 - 
No policy 
violations  
(JP 2108) 

2 5/10/2023 Peace 
Officer 

Memorial 

N/A The Sheriff's Office utilized the armored Suburban as 
part of our SERT tactical element for our Peace 

Officer Memorial Ceremony. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, or 
phone call about this 

use. 

Audit on 
10/10/23 - 
No policy 
violations 
(JP 2108) 

3 5/24/2023 High Risk 
Search 

Warrant 

N/A The Sheriff's Office Homicide Unit investigated a 
gang-related attempted murder which occurred in 

unincorporated East San Jose. The shooting involved 
the use of a 20-gauge shotgun. SERT used the ARV 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, or 

Audit on 
10/10/23 - 
No policy 
violations 
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and armored Suburban to conduct the search warrant. 
The vehicles were used to provide cover for the arrest 

and entry teams. The two primary suspects on the 
warrant were detained without incident and items of 

evidence were gathered from the scene including 
shotgun and handgun ammunition. 

phone call about this 
use. 

(JP 2108) 

4 5/30/2023 Subject 
Armed 
with a 

Handgun 

N/A Patrol deputies located a subject asleep in a vehicle 
with a revolver in his hand. The vehicle was parked 

behind a public shopping center. The armored 
Suburban was used to approach the vehicle and call 
the subject out of the vehicle. The subject complied 

and exited his vehicle. Deputies determined the 
revolver was an altered replica. The subject was 
arrested for the imitation firearm and a probation 

violation. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, or 
phone call about this 

use. 

Audit on 
10/10/23 - 
No policy 
violations 
(JP 2108) 

5 6/1/2023 Search 
Warrant/ 

Arrest 
Warrant 

Gilroy/ 
Morgan 
Hill PD 

Gilroy PD responded to a hit-and-run incident where 
the suspect refused to stop so the victim followed the 

suspect. When the suspect vehicle pulled over, the 
driver presented a handgun and fired multiple rounds 

at the victim. Gilroy PD obtained an attempted murder 
arrest warrant and served the warrant using protection 

from the ARV. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, or 
phone call about this 

use. 

Audit on 
10/10/23 - 
No policy 
violations   
(JP 2108) 

6 6/23/2023 Search 
Warrant/ 

Arrest 
Warrant 

N/A SERT utilized the ARV and the armored Suburban to 
serve a search warrant for a suspect who had an arrest 

warrant issued for firearms violations.  The suspect 
also had a violent history and made threats about 
killing law enforcement officers. Deputies safely 
executed the search warrant and located several 

handguns, rifles, shotguns, and narcotics. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, or 
phone call about this 

use. 

Audit on 
10/10/23 - 
No policy 
violations  
(JP 2108) 
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7 6/25/2023 Subject 
Armed 
with a 

Handgun 

N/A Patrol deputies were dispatched to an intoxicated 
subject who showed a handgun to his child’s mother. 

The mother and child safely exited the residence. 
Deputies located the male asleep in his truck. The 

armored Suburban was used to approach the truck and 
give the subject commands to comply and surrender. 

The subject exited the truck without incident and a BB 
gun was located inside the residence. The male was 

placed on a mental health evaluation hold. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, or 
phone call about this 

use. 

Audit on 
10/10/23 - 
No policy 
violations  
(JP 2108) 

8 7/2/2023 Subject 
Armed 
with a 

Handgun 
and Knives 

N/A Patrol deputies were dispatched to a family 
disturbance with a male family member in possession 
of a handgun and knives. The armored Suburban was 

placed in front of the residence to provide cover. Upon 
further investigation deputies determined no crimes 

were committed and patrol cleared the scene. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, or 
phone call about this 

use. 

Audit on 
10/10/23 - 
No policy 
violations  
(JP 2108) 

9 7/12/2023 Possible 
Stabbing 

N/A Patrol deputies were dispatched to the report of a 
daughter who stabbed her mother. The armored 

Suburban was requested to provide cover for 
approaching deputies. Upon further investigation 

deputies determined a stabbing did not occur and the 
female was placed on a mental health evaluation hold. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, or 
phone call about this 

use. 

Audit on 
10/10/23 - 
No policy 
violations 
(JP 2108) 

10 7/13/2023 High Risk 
Search 

Warrant 

Gilroy/ 
Morgan 
Hill PD 

Gilroy PD investigated a parolee who was in 
possession of multiple firearms. Gilroy PD served a 

search warrant at the residence and arrested the 
primary suspect with the assistance of the ARV. 

Gilroy PD located and collected numerous firearms 
from the residence. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, or 
phone call about this 

use. 

Audit on 
10/24/23 - 
No policy 
violations  
(JP 2108) 

11 7/21/2023 Search 
Warrant 

Gilroy 
PD/ 

Gilroy PD and Morgan Hill PD served a search 
warrant at a location where two robbery suspects were 

believed to be living. The suspects committed a 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 

Audit on 
10/24/23 - 
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Morgan 
Hill PD 

robbery two days prior and brandished an AR-15 at the 
victim while threatening to take his car.  The suspects 
did not take the car, but they took the victim's watch 
and wallet. Detectives were able to locate the suspect 

vehicle and identify one of the suspects, who was 
staying at a local hotel. That suspect was on parole for 
assault with a deadly weapon, possession of a firearm, 

possession of a stolen vehicle, and other crimes.  
Morgan Hill PD and Gilroy PD SWAT apprehended 

the suspect without incident. 

email, written mail, or 
phone call about this 

use. 

No policy 
violations 
(JP 2108) 

12 7/22/2023 Weapons  
Call 

N/A Deputies responded to a report of a family disturbance 
where the suspect made threats towards his wife, was 

allegedly in possession of a firearm, and stole his 
wife's vehicle. Deputies located the vehicle in a 7-11 

parking lot. The suspect was non-compliant with 
demands to surrender. Knowing the suspect was 

possibly in possession of a shotgun, deputies utilized 
the ARV to prevent the suspect vehicle's movement 

and to provide ballistic protection for deputies as they 
negotiated a surrender. The suspect eventually 

complied and was taken into custody.  Deputies 
located the shotgun in question in the trunk of the 

vehicle. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, or 
phone call about this 

use. 

Audit on 
10/24/23 - 
No policy 
violations  
(JP 2108) 

13 8/16/2023 SJPD 
Officer 

Shot 

San Jose 
PD 

San Jose PD responded to a domestic violence 
incident. An officer was shot by the suspect upon 

approach to the residence. The suspect went into his 
residence and barricaded with his wife, who was a 

possible hostage. San Jose PD requested the Sheriff's 
Office ARV and a Quick Response Force. As San Jose 
PD MERGE attempted to breach the door, the suspect 
shot towards officers. Eventually the wife exited the 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, or 
phone call about this 

use. 

Audit on 
10/24/23 - 
No policy 
violations  
(JP 2108) 
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residence with her hands up and a firearm in her back 
pocket. The suspect jumped from the 2nd floor 

balcony and a San Jose PD K-9 was deployed.  San 
Jose PD MERGE took the suspect into custody. 

14 8/31/2023 High Risk 
Search 

Warrant 

Gilroy 
PD/ 

Morgan 
Hill PD 

An armed suspect committed a robbery of a cannabis 
delivery driver and stole over $4,500 in cannabis. 
Morgan Hill PD obtained the license plate of the 

suspect vehicle and was able to locate the suspect's 
residence. The primary suspect had prior arrests for 

sexual assault, rape, possession of weapons, criminal 
threats, and battery. Using the ARV, Gilroy PD 

conducted a surround and call-out and the suspect was 
arrested without incident. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, or 
phone call about this 

use. 

Audit on 
10/24/23 - 
No policy 
violations 
(JP 2108) 

15 10/4/2023 Domestic 
Violence/ 
Barricaded 

Suspect 

N/A Sheriff’s Office personnel were dispatched to a 
domestic violence and false imprisonment incident. 

The victim and her daughter escaped from the suspect 
and called 911. The suspect barricaded himself in the 
residence and fortified the front door with an electric 

fence/wire. SERT responded with the armored 
Suburban and ARV. Flash bangs were deployed as 
part of the operation in order to gain the suspect’s 

compliance. SERT breached the door with the ram on 
the ARV. SERT deployed chemical agents into the 

garage and the subject immediately exited the 
residence and surrendered without incident. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, or 
phone call about this 

use. 

Audit on 
10/24/23 - 
No policy 
violations  
(JP 2108) 

16 10/15/2023 Domestic 
Violence/ 

ADW 
Incident 

N/A Deputies responded to an assault with a deadly 
weapon, domestic violence, and criminal threats 

incident. The victim escaped from the suspect, who 
had threatened her with a knife. The suspect 

barricaded himself in the attached garage.  SERT 
responded with the ARV and armored Suburban. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, or 

Audit on 
10/15/23 - 
No policy 
violations 
(JP 2108) 
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SERT breached a window and deployed gas into the 
garage. The suspect exited the side door of the garage 

and was arrested. 

phone call about this 
use. 

17 10/16/2023 Aid to 
Sunnyvale 
DPS for 

Homicide 
Suspect 

Sunnyval
e DPS 

Sunnyvale DPS responded to a homicide in their 
jurisdiction. The firearm used in the homicide was a 
45-caliber handgun. The suspect fled and Sunnyvale 

DPS located the vehicle that resulted in a vehicle 
pursuit. Sunnyvale DPS lost the vehicle, but Sheriff's 
Office deputies ended up locating it and initiated their 
own pursuit. The suspect crashed and remained in the 
disabled vehicle. Deputies requested the ARV, which 

started to respond, but was eventually cancelled 
because of its inability to get up the steep and narrow 
road where the suspect's vehicle was stranded. The 

suspect ended up committing suicide. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, or 
phone call about this 

use. 

Audit on 
10/16/23 - 
No policy 
violations 
(JP 2108) 

18 11/1/2023 Search 
Warrant/ 

Arrest 
Warrant 

San Jose 
PD 

San Jose PD obtained a search warrant and arrest 
warrant for a subject involved with narcotic sales and 
weapons possession. San Jose PD MERGE requested 

the Sheriff's Office ARV along with a driver and 
driver assist. A surround and call-out was initiated and 
all the residents exited the residence peacefully. The 

suspect was arrested without incident. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, or 
phone call about this 

use. 

Audit on 
11/2/23 - No 

policy 
violations 
(JP 2108) 

19 11/27/2023 Attempted 
Burglary 

with a 
Handgun 

N/A Sheriff’s Office personnel were dispatched to a 
prowler who was holding a handgun and attempted to 
enter a residence occupied by a family. The suspect 

entered the back yard, exited the yard, and then 
entered the neighbor's back yard. The neighbor's house 
was occupied by an elderly female. The prowler was 

seen by San Jose PD Air 3 in the yard holding the 
handgun in a shooting stance. SERT responded and 

positioned the ARV and armored Suburban in front of 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, or 
phone call about this 

use. 

Audit on 
11/27/23 - 
No policy 
violations 
(JP 2108) 
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the house as cover. Multiple call-out attempts were 
made, and the prowler eventually exited the yard and 
surrendered. The handgun was recovered in the yard. 

20 12/11/2023 Search 
Warrant 

District 
Attorney 
Bureau of 
Investigat

ion 

The District Attorney’s Office investigated a gun 
trafficking organization. They obtained an arrest 

warrant for a suspect associated to the organization. 
SERT served the high-risk search warrant using the 
ARV and armored Suburban. The occupants of the 

residence exited peacefully and the suspect was 
apprehended. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, or 
phone call about this 

use. 

Audit on 
12/19/23 - 
No policy 
violations 
(JP 2108) 

21 12/19/2023 High Risk 
Search 

Warrant/ 
Arrest 

Warrant 

N/A The Sheriff's Office Homicide unit investigated a 
homicide that occurred in unincorporated San Jose and 
a suspect was identified. Detectives obtained an arrest 

warrant for homicide charges along with a search 
warrant of the suspect's residence. The ARV and 

armored Suburban were used during the execution of 
the search warrant. The subject exited the apartment 

and was arrested without incident. A female refused to 
exit so the window was breached and a flashbang was 

deployed. The female exited and detained without 
incident. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, or 
phone call about this 

use. 

Audit on 
12/19/23 - 
No policy 
violations  
(JP 2108) 

22 12/20/2023 Weapons 
disturbance 

N/A Patrol responded to a disturbance between two tenants 
at a property. One of the tenants had access to a 

firearm and threatened to kill the other tenant. Once 
patrol arrived, the tenant exited the garage and pointed 

a firearm to his head. The armored Suburban was 
deployed to provide cover to patrol personnel. The 

tenant discharged the firearm under his chin and was 
pronounced deceased at the scene. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, or 
phone call about this 

use. 

Audit on 
12/20/23 - 
No policy 
violations 
(JP 2108) 
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23 12/22/2023 Burglary/ 
False 

Imprisonm
ent 

N/A The armored Suburban was requested to respond to an 
incident where a male was hiding in his basement. The 

male committed burglary, false imprisonment, 
vandalism, and other crimes two days prior and needed 

to be served with a restraining order. The basement 
door was breached and the male was arrested without 

incident. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, or 
phone call about this 

use. 

Audit on 
12/27/23 - 
No policy 
violations 
(JP 2108) 

 

24 1/27/2024 Attempted 
Murder 
with a 

Firearm 

N/A The armored Suburban and ARV were requested to 
respond to a shooting on Mt. Madonna Road. The 

incident involved a tenant who stood on his balcony 
and fired two shots at a process server in his vehicle. 
The armored Suburban and ARV were used to safely 

evacuate residents from four nearby houses. The 
suspect fled into Mt. Madonna County Park when the 

armored Suburban and ARV entered his property. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, or 
phone call about this 

use. 

Audit on 
1/27/24 - No 

policy 
violations 
(JP 2108) 

25 2/1/2024 Search 
Warrant 

N/A The suspect from the shooting incident on 1/27/2024 
was arrested away from his residence. A Search 

Warrant was obtained to search his residence. Prior to 
the search, the suspect’s sister reported there were 

“dynamite caps” at the residence. Due to the suspect’s 
previous actions and the report from the suspect’s 

sister, the armored Suburban and ARV were used to 
enter and search the property. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, or 
phone call about this 

use. 

Audit on 
2/01/24 - No 

policy 
violations 
(JP 2108) 

26 3/3/2024 High Risk 
Search 

Warrant 

Gilroy 
PD 

Gilroy PD requested the ARV to assist with a high-risk 
search warrant for a firearms investigation. The 

residents exited the house without incident. A stolen 
handgun, a rifle, and an imitation handgun were 

located inside the residence. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, or 
phone call about this 

use. 

Audit on 
3/3/24 - No 

policy 
violations 
(JP 2108) 
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Requested Acquisition in 2024 
 

Equipment Type Cost Per Unit Quantity Sought 
Armored GMC Yukon, Chevrolet Suburban, or Ford F350 $250,000 1 

Description, Justification, and Funding Source 
The Sheriff’s Office is requesting approval to replace the 26-year-old armored Chevrolet Suburban because it continues to experience some 
mechanical and maintenance issues. On critical incidents where there is a substantial threat of violence, the vehicle provides the ballistic protection 
necessary to afford Sheriff’s Office staff time to leverage all resources available in an effort to gain voluntary compliance and resolve an incident 
using the least force possible. This unmarked armored vehicle model is subject to manufacturer availability. The resource is still vitally necessary in 
affording Sheriff’s Office staff the ability to work through critical incidents and leverage all resources in hopes of resolving the incident peacefully. 
It is the position of the Sheriff’s Office that this piece of equipment is reasonably cost effective and there are no other reasonable alternatives to this 
equipment. The Sheriff’s Office plans to have the equipment donated by the Sheriff’s Advisory Board (SAB) or absorb the cost in the department’s 
annual budget allocation.  

 
Equipment Type Cost Per Unit Quantity Sought 
Lenco BearCat G3 $450,000 1 

Description, Justification, and Funding Source 
While the use of ARVs is judicious, the Sheriff’s Office also has implemented safeguards in policy to ensure our standards for use. With that said, 
there have been a number of critical incidents where the Sheriff’s Office has also needed the assistance of ARVs from neighboring law enforcement 
agencies due to tactical considerations. While we are grateful for the strong partnerships we enjoy with our local law enforcement partners, the 
Sheriff's Office loses some level of control over assets when they are not controlled by our personnel. In order to be more self-sufficient, the Sheriff’s 
Office is requesting approval for one additional Lenco BearCat G3. By authorizing this equipment, our communities can enjoy the security of 
knowing the Sheriff’s Office can safely respond to critical incidents with the military equipment being operated by our staff under the guidance of 
our policy. It is the position of the Sheriff’s Office that this piece of equipment is reasonably cost effective and there are no other reasonable 
alternatives to this equipment. The Sheriff’s Office plans to seek grant funding opportunities or absorb the cost in the department’s annual budget 
allocation.  
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Total Annual Cost 
 
The current Lenco Bearcat had maintenance and tire replacement costs of approximately $8,000 during this reporting period. The Chevrolet Suburban 
had approximately $2,000 in maintenance costs during this reporting period. 
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CATEGORY 4 – TRACKED ARMORED VEHICLES: 
 
Intended Acquisition in 2024 
 

Equipment Type Cost Per Unit Quantity Sought 
The Rook Armored Critical Incident Vehicle by Ring Power  $450,000 1 

Description, Justification, and Funding Source 
The Sheriff’s Office is requesting approval to proceed with the procurement of a Rook by Ring Power. The Rook is a custom armored critical incident 
vehicle built on a Caterpillar (CAT®) compact track loader chassis. The Rook resembles a mini tractor with extendable arms in the front several 
attachment options. The purpose of the Rook is to provide ballistic protection for community members and deputies alike during high-risk critical 
incidents and operations. The Rook is not a tank and is not weaponized. Additionally, the Rook’s tracked system allows for use in tight spaces and 
soft ground. The Sheriff’s Office is committed to judicious, transparent use of this equipment and has established safeguards such as a policy specific 
to this piece of equipment is in the process of being finalized. With that said, there have been several critical incidents where the Sheriff’s Office 
staff could have benefitted from availability of a Rook to deliver essential equipment and supplies to a critically dangerous location or deploy less or 
non-lethal force options to effectively resolve such volatile incidents. It is the position of the Sheriff’s Office that this piece of equipment is reasonably 
cost effective and there are no other reasonable alternatives to this equipment. The Sheriff’s Office has been awarded funding for this purchase 
through the Urban Area Security Initiative (UASI) Grant Funding for Fiscal Year 2024 with no purchase cost to the County. 
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CATEGORY 5 - COMMAND & CONTROL VEHICLES:  
 
Inventory 
 

Equipment Type Quantity 
SERT Tactical Command Post (2006) 1 
Mobile Command Post (2024) – In the Procurement Process 1 

 
Use Reporting 
 

Use 
Number 

Date Incident 
Type 

Other 
Agency 
Assist? 

Use Summary Complaints? 
If yes, add summary 

Use & Policy 
Audit (action 
taken if any) 

1 
 
 
 

5/24/2023 High Risk 
Search 

Warrant 

N/A The Sheriff's Office Homicide Unit investigated a 
gang-related attempted murder which occurred in 

unincorporated East San Jose. The shooting 
involved the use of a 20-gauge shotgun. SERT used 

the Tactical Command Post for command-and-
control oversight during the search warrant. The 
vehicles were used to provide cover for the arrest 
and entry teams. The two primary suspects on the 

warrant were detained without incident and items of 
evidence were gathered from the scene including 

shotgun and handgun ammunition. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this use. 

Audit on 
10/3/23 - No 

policy 
violations 
(JP 2108) 

2 10/4/2023 Domestic 
Violence/ 
Barricaded 

Suspect 

N/A Deputies were dispatched to a domestic violence and 
false imprisonment incident. The victim and her 

daughter escaped from the suspect and called 911. 
The suspect barricaded himself at the residence and 
fortified the front door with an electric fence/wire. 

SERT responded with the Tactical Command Post to 
coordinate incident command and tactical 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this use. 

Audit on 
10/4/23 - No 

policy 
violations  
(JP 2108) 
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communications. SERT breached the door with the 
ram on the ARV. SERT deployed chemical agents 
into the garage and the subject immediately exited 

the residence and surrendered without incident. 

3 10/15/2023 Domestic 
Violence / 

ADW 
Incident 

N/A Deputies responded to an assault with a deadly 
weapon, domestic violence, and criminal threats 

incident. The victim escaped from the suspect, who 
had threatened her with a knife. The suspect 

barricaded himself in the attached garage of the 
residence. SERT responded with the Tactical 

Command Post to coordinate incident command and 
tactical communications. SERT breached a window 
and deployed chemical agents into the garage. The 
suspect exited the side door of the garage and was 

arrested. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this use. 

Audit on 
10/15/23 - No 

policy 
violations 
(JP 2108) 

4 11/27/2023 Attempted 
Burglary 

with a 
Handgun 

N/A Sheriff’s Office personnel was dispatched to a 
prowler who was holding a handgun and attempted 

to enter a residence occupied by a family. The 
suspect entered the back yard, exited the yard, and 
entered the neighbor's back yard. The neighbor's 
house was occupied by an elderly female. The 

prowler was seen by San Jose PD Air 3 in the yard 
holding the handgun in a shooting stance. SERT 
responded with the Tactical Command Post for 
incident command and tactical communications. 
Multiple call-out attempts were made, and the 

prowler eventually exited the yard and surrendered. 
The handgun was recovered in the yard. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this use. 

Audit on 
11/27/23 - No 

policy 
violations 
(JP 2108) 

5 12/2/2023 County 
Gun 

N/A The Sheriff’s Office organized a gun buyback event 
in Unincorporated San Jose. The Tactical Command 
Post was used to house County Finance employees 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 

Audit on 
12/15/23 - No 
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Buyback 
Event 

who controlled the payment distribution for 
relinquished firearms. 

email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this use. 

policy 
violations  
(JP 2108) 

6 12/11/2023 High Risk 
Search 

Warrant 

District 
Attorney 
Bureau of 

Investigation 

The District Attorney’s Office investigated a gun 
trafficking organization. They obtained an arrest 

warrant for a suspect associated to the organization. 
SERT served the high-risk search warrant. The 
Tactical Command Post was staged nearby to 

coordinate incident command and tactical 
communications. The occupants of the residence 

exited peacefully and the suspect was apprehended. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this use. 

Audit on 
12/15/23 - No 

policy 
violations 
(JP 2108) 

7 12/19/2023 High Risk 
Search 

Warrant/ 
Arrest 

Warrant 

N/A The Sheriff's Office Homicide unit investigated a 
homicide that occurred in unincorporated San Jose 

and a suspect was identified. Detectives obtained an 
arrest warrant for homicide charges along with a 

search warrant of the suspect's residence. The 
Tactical Command Post was staged nearby to 

coordinate incident command and tactical 
communications. The suspect exited the apartment 
peacefully. A female refused to exit so the window 
was breached and a flashbang was deployed. The 

female exited without incident. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this use. 

Audit on 
10/29/23 - No 

policy 
violations 
(JP 2108) 

8 1/27/2024 Attempted 
Murder 
with a 

Firearm 

N/A SERT responded to a shooting on Mt. Madonna 
Road. The incident involved a tenant who stood on 

his balcony and fired two shots at a process server in 
his vehicle. The Tactical Command Post was staged 
nearby to coordinate incident command and tactical 
communications. The suspect fled into Mt. Madonna 
County Park when the armored Suburban and ARV 

entered his property. The suspect was later 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this use. 

Audit on 
1/27/24 - No 

policy 
violations 
(JP 2108) 
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apprehended by Sheriff’s Office personnel on 
2/1/2024. 

 
Total Annual Cost 
 
The annual maintenance cost for the SERT Tactical Command Post is approximately $1000 per vehicle through Santa Clara County Fleet Management.  
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CATEGORY 10 - SPECIALIZED FIREARMS & AMMUNITION 
 
Inventory 
 

Equipment Type Quantity 
Colt AR-15 (.223) 255 
Colt 11.5” Carbine LE6943 (.223) 23 
Accuracy International Bolt Action Rifle (.338) 2 
Accuracy International Bolt Action Rifle (.308) 6 
Mossberg 590A1 Breaching Shotgun 2 
Mossberg 590A1 Chemical Munitions Shotgun 4 
Speer .223 62-Grain Gold Dot 122,000 
PMC .223 55-Grain FMJ-BT 120,000 
Federal American Eagle .223 62-Grain FMJ-BT 125,000 
Hornady 308 Win 155-Grain ELD Match 1,200 
Federal 308 Win 168-Grain Match King 20 
Federal 308 Win 168-Grain Bonded Tip 2,400 
SWISS P Styx Action .338 Lapua 247-Grain 600 
SWISS P Armor Piercing .338 Lapua 260-Grain 600 
Royal Arms International Tesar #1 275-Grain 155 
Royal Arms International Tesar #2 425-Grain 215 
Royal Arms International Tesar #4 750-Grain 0 
Royal Arms International Hollow Point Rebar Cutter 450-Grain 0 
Royal Arms International Flash Bang 82-Grain 0 
CTS Model 2595 Muzzle Bang 12 G 0 
SWISS P .308 Win Styx 167-Grain 10 
SWISS P .308 Win AP 196-Grain 10 
SWISS P .308 Win Tactical 163-Grain 10 
SWISS P Tactical .338 Lapua 250-Grain 400 
CTS Model 2600 Launching Cartridge 12 G 0 
CTS Model 2595 Launching Cartridge 12 G 0 
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Use Reporting 
 
The only use of any items within Category 10 in the course of law enforcement duties was the two (2) uses of an AR-15 as documented below. All 
other uses of the items reported in this category have only been for training and/or mandated firearms qualifications during this reporting period. The 
current quantities of ammunition after training and firearms qualifications use are reflected in the inventory. 
 

Colt AR-15 
 

Use 
Number 

Date Incident 
Type 

Other 
Agency 
Assist? 

Use Summary Complaints? 
If yes, add 
summary 

Use & Policy 
Audit (action 
taken if any) 

1 6/4/2023 Animal 
Dispatch 

N/A A deputy responded to the report of an injured deer 
near a roadway. The deputy located the deer with 

broken legs likely due to a vehicle collision and was 
clearly suffering. The deputy used his assigned Colt 

AR-15 to dispatch the deer. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this use. 

Audit on 3/6/24 - 
No policy 
violations  
(JP 2108) 

2 10/17/2023 Animal 
Dispatch 

N/A A deputy responded to the report of an injured deer 
on the side of the road. The deputy located the deer 
and noticed it was injured and suffering. The deputy 
used his assigned Colt AR-15 to dispatch the deer. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this use. 

Audit on 3/6/24 - 
No policy 
violations  
(JP 2108) 

 
The Training and Professional Development Division hosted one 24-hour POST-certified Patrol Rifle course (POST certification 2270-32075) in 
January of 2024 for new users of the Colt AR-15 (.223) and one 80-hour POST-certified Basic SWAT course (POST certification 2270-23000) in 
March of 2024. 
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Requested Acquisition in 2024 
 
No new equipment in this category is requested or anticipated at this time. 
  
Total Annual Cost 
 
The Law Enforcement Bureau replenished duty and practice .223 ammunition as well as specialty precision rifle ammunition at an approximate cost 
of approximately $104,000 during this reporting period.  
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CATEGORY 12 - DIVERSIONARY DEVICES & CHEMICAL AGENTS 
 
Inventory 
 

Equipment Type Quantity 
CTS Model 7290M Flash Bang 72 
CTS Model 7290-2 Flash Bang 2 
CTS Model 7290-9 Flash Bang 0 
Defense Technology Practice Diversionary Device 0 
CTS Model 5230 CS Smoke Grenade 0 
CTS Model 5210B Smoke Grenade  0 
CTS Model 6210 Smoke Grenade 0 
CTS Model 6210B Smoke Grenade 0 
CTS Model 6210G Smoke Grenade 0 
CTS Model 5211 White Smoke Triple Phaser Grenade 0 
CTS Model 8210 Tactical Smoke Grenade 0 
CTS Model 5230JL CS Smoke Grenade  8 
CTS Model 5231 CS Smoke Grenade  8 
CTS Model 8230 CS Smoke Grenade  7 
CTS Model 5230B CS Smoke Grenade 35 
CTS Model 6330 CS Vapor Grenade 19 
CTS Model 6340A OC Vapor Grenade 11 
Defense Technology Model 1092 CS Han-Ball Grenade 120 
Liberty Dynamic Enhanced Noise Flash Diversionary Device – In the Procurement Process 0 
CTS 7290MT Mini-Bang Training Body 22 
CTS Model 201FB 0 
CTS Model 6343 OC/CS Vapor Grenade 0 
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Use Reporting 
 
The items within Category 12 in the course of law enforcement duties were eight (8) uses of diversionary devices and two (2) incidents where chemical 
agents were deployed during the course of SERT operations as documented below. All other uses of the items in this category have only been for 
training.   
 

Diversionary Devices 
 

Use 
Number 

Date Incident 
Type 

Use Summary Complaints? 
If yes, add 
summary 

Use & Policy 
Audit (action 
taken if any) 

1-4 10/4/2023 Domestic 
Violence 

Barricaded 
Suspect 

Sheriff’s Office personnel were dispatched to a domestic 
violence and false imprisonment incident. The victim and her 

daughter escaped from the suspect and called 911. The suspect 
barricaded himself at the residence and fortified the front door 
with an electric fence/wire. SERT responded with the armored 

Suburban and ARV. Four (4) flash bangs were deployed as 
part of the operation in an effort to gain voluntary compliance. 

SERT breached the door with the ram on the ARV. SERT 
deployed chemical agents into the garage in continued efforts 
to gain voluntary compliance. The subject immediately exited 

the residence and surrendered without incident. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this use. 

Audit on 10/4/23 - 
No policy 
violations  
(JP 2108) 

5-6 10/15/2023 Domestic 
Violence / 

ADW 
Incident 

Deputies responded to an assault with a deadly weapon, 
domestic violence, and criminal threats incident. The victim 

escaped from the suspect, who had threatened her with a knife. 
The suspect barricaded himself in the attached garage of the 
residence. SERT responded to resolve the incident. SERT 
breached a window and deployed two (2) flash bangs in an 
effort to gain voluntary compliance to no avail. Chemical 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this use. 

Audit on 10/15/23 
- No policy 
violations  
(JP 2108) 
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agents were then deployed into the garage. The suspect exited 
the side door of the garage and was arrested. 

7 12/19/2023 High Risk 
Search 

Warrant 

The Sheriff's Office Homicide unit investigated a homicide 
that occurred in unincorporated San Jose and a suspect was 

identified. Detectives obtained an arrest warrant for homicide 
charges along with a search warrant of the suspect's residence. 
SERT was activated to effect the arrest warrant and the subject 
exited the apartment peacefully. A female residence refused to 

exit and the firearm used in the homicide was still not 
recovered, so the window was breached and a flashbang was 

deployed in an attempt to gain voluntary compliance. The 
female then exited without incident. 

A complaint about 
flashbang use was 
made to Sheriff’s 

Office Internal 
Affairs on 3/7/2024. 

The complaint is 
under investigation. 

Audit on 12/19/23 
- No policy 
violations  
(JP 2108) 

8 1/27/2024 Attempted 
Murder 
with a 

Firearm 

SERT respond to a shooting on Mt. Madonna Road. The 
incident involved a tenant who stood on his balcony and fired 

two shots at a process server in his vehicle. The armored 
Suburban and ARV were used to safely evacuate residents 

from four nearby houses. SERT used the ARV to approach the 
residence. A flash bang was deployed to gain compliance from 

the suspect who was considered armed and dangerous. The 
suspect fled from SERT into Mt. Madonna County Park. He 
was apprehended by Sheriff’s Office personnel on 2/1/2024. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this use. 

Audit on 1/27/24 - 
No policy 
violations  
(JP 2108) 

 
Chemical Agents 

 
Use 

Number 
Date Incident 

Type 
Use Summary Complaints? 

If yes, add 
summary 

Use & Policy 
Audit (action 
taken if any) 

1-2 
 
 

10/4/2023 Domestic 
Violence 
Incident 

Sheriff’s Office personnel were dispatched to a domestic 
violence and false imprisonment incident. The victim and her 

daughter escaped from the suspect and called 911. The suspect 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 

Audit on 10/4/23 - 
No policy 
violations 
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barricaded himself at the residence and fortified the front door 
with an electric fence/wire. SERT responded with the armored 
Suburban and ARV. Flash bangs were deployed as part of the 

operation in order to gain compliance. SERT breached the 
door with the ram on the ARV. SERT determined the suspect 
was located sitting in a chair with a towel over his face and 

lacerations on his wrists. SERT deployed two (2) CTS 5230B 
chemical agent cannisters into the garage. After the second 

deployment, the subject immediately exited the residence and 
surrendered without incident. 

email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this use. 

(JP 2108) 

3 10/15/2023 Domestic 
Violence/ 

ADW 
Incident 

Sheriff’s Office personnel responded to an assault with a 
deadly weapon, domestic violence, and criminal threats 
incident. The victim escaped from the suspect, who had 

threatened her with a knife. The suspect barricaded himself in 
the attached garage of the residence. SERT responded with the 
ARV and armored Suburban. SERT breached a window and 

deployed one (1) CTS 5230B chemical agent cannister into the 
garage.  The suspect exited the side door of the garage and was 

arrested. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this use. 

Audit on 10/15/23 
- No policy 
violations  
(JP 2108) 

 
Intended Acquisition in 2024 
 
No new equipment in this category is requested or anticipated at this time. 

 
Total Annual Cost 
 
The Law Enforcement Bureau ordered Liberty Dynamic Enhanced Noise Flash Diversionary Devices for SERT with an approximate cost of $18,400 
and are still awaiting delivery. The Law Enforcement Bureau also placed an order for a staggered replenishment approach to the chemical agents and 
chemical agent projectiles (category 14) with an approximate cost of $32,800 and are still awaiting delivery. 
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CATEGORY 14 - PROJECTILE LAUNCH PLATFORMS & ASSOCIATED MUNITIONS 
 
Inventory 
 

Equipment Type Quantity 
FN Herstal – FN 303 Launcher 25 
FN 303 Pava/OC Powder Projectiles 618 
FN 303 Washable Paint Projectiles  0 
Penn Arms 40mm Launcher 9 
Lewis Machine & Tool/Defense Technology 40mm Launcher 113 
Defense Technology 40mm Impact Sponge Baton  904 
Defense Technology 40mm Spede-Heat OC 0 
Defense Technology 40mm Spede-Heat CS 0 
Defense Technology 40mm Spede-Heat Saf-Smoke 0 
CTS Model 4530 40mm Impact CS Powder; Quantity  23 
Defense Technology 40mm Impact OC 0 
Defense Technology 40mm Impact CS 0 
Defense Technology 40mm Muzzle Blast OC 0 
Defense Technology 40mm Muzzle Blast CS 0 
Defense Technology 40mm Skat Shell OC 0 
Defense Technology 40mm Skat Shell CS 0 
Defense Technology 40mm Skat Shell Saf-Smoke 0 
CTS Model 4441 40mm OC Barricade Projectile  0 
CTS Model 4213 40mm White Smoke Multi-Cartridge 0 
CTS Model 4233 40mm CS Smoke Multi-Cartridge; Quantity: 0 0 
PepperBall Launcher 1 
PepperBall Pava/OC Live-X Powder Projectiles; Quantity 0 
PepperBall Pava/OC Live-MAXX Powder Projectiles; Quantity 0 
PepperBall Pava/OC Live-SD Powder Projectiles; Quantity 0 
PepperBall Inert Practice Projectiles 0 
PepperBall Water or Paint Marker Projectiles  375 
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Defense Technologies Model 1440 4-Shot 40mm Launcher 4 
CTS Model 4330 40mm CS Liquid Barricade Projectile 0 
CTS Model 4340 40mm OC Liquid Barricade Projectile 0 

 
Use Reporting 
 
The only use of any items within Category 14 in the course of law enforcement duties was six (6) deployments of the 40mm less lethal launcher as 
documented below. All other uses of the items reported in this category have only been for training and/or mandated qualifications during this reporting 
period. The current quantities of items within this category are reflected in the inventory. 
 

40mm Launcher 
 

Use 
Number 

Date Incident 
Type 

Use Summary Complaints? 
If yes, add 
summary 

Use & Policy 
Audit (action 
taken if any) 

1 4/10/2023 Trespassing Deputies were dispatched to the report of two subjects who 
refused to leave a shed at a private business. The subjects had 
a history trespassing and causing problems for the business. 
The subjects refused the owners request to leave. The owner 
believed the subject were in possession of knives. Deputies 
arrived and told the subjects to leave the property. Verbal 
commands and admonishments were given to the subjects, 
but they refused to leave the shed. Deputies deployed OC 

spray at the subjects, but it was ineffective. The male reached 
into the front of his waistband and turned his back towards 

the deputies. Due to imminent threat of great bodily injury or 
death, a deputy discharged one (1) 40mm foam munition at 
the male’s buttocks. The male fell to the ground and both 

subjects were arrested. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this use. 

Audit on 3/19/24 - 
No policy 

violations (JP 
2108) 
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2 8/8/2023 Vandalism/ 
Attempted 

Home 
Invasion 

Deputies were dispatched to a naked male destroying 
property with a baseball bat. The male’s family believed he 

was having a mental health crisis. The male ignored deputies’ 
commands and ran to a neighboring residence, which was 

occupied by a mother and her small children. The male 
attempted to enter the residence by throwing his body at the 
door. A deputy discharged one (1) 40mm foam munition at 

the male’s leg. The male took a fighting stance and refused to 
comply with orders. OC spray was deployed, and the male 

fell to his knees and was handcuffed. The male was 
transported to the hospital and placed on a mental health 

evaluation hold. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this use. 

Audit on 3/19/24 - 
No policy 
violations 
(JP 2108) 

3-4 12/20/2023 Weapons 
Disturbance 

Deputies responded to a disturbance between two tenants at a 
property. One of the tenants had access to a rifle and 

threatened to kill the other tenant. Once patrol arrived, the 
subject exited the garage and pointed a rifle to his head. The 
subject disregarded commands to surrender, discharged the 
rifle and fell to the ground. The subject was moving on the 
ground with the rifle was next to his body. Deputies were 

unsure if the subject was incapacitated as the rifle was still in 
reach, therefore, two (2) 40mm foam munitions were 

discharged at the subject. The subject did not react to being 
struck with the munitions. Deputies secured the rifle and 

started CPR. The subject was declared deceased at the scene. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this use. 

Audit on 3/19/24 - 
No policy 

violations (JP 
2108) 

5 12/23/2023 Domestic    
Violence 

Deputies responded to a domestic violence incident. The 
victim sustained two black eyes, cuts and bruising on her 

face, and bruising on her legs. A second victim was 
threatened by the suspect when he attempted to stop the 
suspect. The suspect barricaded himself in the victim’s 
trailer. Deputies provided admonishments and verbal 

commands to the suspect. OC spray was used inside the 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this use. 

Audit on 3/19/24 - 
No policy 

violations (JP 
2108) 
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trailer but was unsuccessful at gaining compliance. The 
suspect attempted to run out of the trailer and a deputy fired 

one (1) 40mm foam munition, which missed the suspect. The 
suspect was arrested without further incident. 

6 2/25/2024 Weapons 
Disturbance 

Deputies responded to a female who entered the victim’s rear 
yard carrying a kitchen knife. Deputies called the female on 

the phone and after three hours they convinced her to come to 
the front yard and throw the knife on the ground. Deputies 
gave the female admonishments and verbal commands, but 
she refused to comply and attempted to pick up the knife. A 
deputy discharged one (1) 40mm foam round that struck the 

female. The female was handcuffed, transported to the 
hospital, and placed on a mental health evaluation hold. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this use. 

Audit on 3/19/24 - 
No policy 

violations (JP 
2108) 

7 3/9/2024 Warrant 
Arrest 

A deputy conducted an enforcement stop on three males who 
were drinking alcohol on a VTA platform. One of the males 

did not have proof of fare and provided a false name. 
Deputies were able to identify the male and learned he had 

warrants for assault with a deadly weapon and a parole 
violation. The male stated he wanted to die and asked 

deputies to shoot him. After 40 minutes of de-escalation 
deputies attempted to arrest the male. They deployed OC 
spray and the male charged at the deputies. A deputy fired 

one (1) 40mm foam munition that struck the male in the leg. 
The male was arrested and transported to the hospital for 

medical treatment. It was later discovered the male had a 6-
inch knife in his sock. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this use. 

Audit on 3/19/24 - 
No policy 

violations (JP 
2108) 

 
The Training and Professional Development Division hosted five (5) 4-hour POST-certified Less Lethal training courses for the 40mm less-lethal 
launchers and Sponge Baton (POST certification 2270-30995) in this reporting period. Qualifications are completed at least annually, as required by 
General Order 12.04 (Use of Less Lethal Munitions).  
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Requested Acquisition in 2024 
 

Equipment Type Cost Per Unit Quantity Sought 
PepperBall TAC SA PRO Plus + PepperBall Projectiles $99,600 40 

Description, Justification, and Funding Source 
The Sheriff’s Office is requesting approval to expand the use of PepperBall launchers to patrol. The Sheriff's Office currently employs non-lethal 
PepperBall within our Custody Bureau and Specialized Teams and intends to expand the use to include trained deputies within our Enforcement 
Bureau. PepperBall is considered a best practice in law enforcement and is accepted as a force option in most neighboring agencies. It is particularly 
helpful in resolving situations where chemical agents may be effective, but it is too dangerous for deputies to close the distance. The deployment of 
the PepperBall Launcher is ideally suited for coordinated and pre-planned uses of force, particularly effective in scenarios such as a barricaded 
suspect. This acquisition aims to standardize less and non-lethal tools across our office. The office's policies and training exceed industry standards, 
fully complying with AB-48. All authorized staff will attend a 4-hour POST-certified course and qualify annually, which will include a review of 
the policy and tested scenarios. The office intends to acquire 40 launchers for this initiative at approximately $1,070 per launcher. It is the position 
of the Sheriff’s Office that this piece of equipment is reasonably cost effective and provides alternative lower force options to resolve situations. The 
Sheriff’s Office plans to absorb the cost in the department’s annual budget allocation. 

 
Total Annual Cost 
 
There have been no replenishment costs for this category during this reporting period. 
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CUSTODY BUREAU 
 

CATEGORY 12 - CHEMICAL AGENTS 
 
Inventory 

 
Equipment Type Quantity 

SABRE Red Stream (MK-9)  196 (126 Elmwood/70 Main Jail) 
SABRE Red PHANTOM Delivery System (MK-9)  72 (15 Elmwood/57 Main Jail) 
SABRE Red PHANTOM Delivery Cell Buster (MK-9) 13 (6 Elmwood/7 Main Jail) 
SABRE Red MK-46 High Volume Streamer 25 (16 Elmwood/9 Main Jail) 
SABRE Red MK-46 High Volume Streamer Refill 32 (11 Elmwood/21 Main Jail) 
Defense Technology First Defense MK-46V 5 (1 Elmwood/4 Main Jail) 
Aerko International CLEAR OUT Grenade 6 oz Actuator 140 (28 Elmwood/112 Main Jail) 
Aerko International CLEAR OUT Grenade 6 oz Flip Top 29 (0 Elmwood/29 Main Jail) 
Aerko International CLEAR OUT Grenade 2 oz 3 (0 Elmwood/3 Main Jail) 
Aerko International CLEAR OUT KEYHOLER 96 (66 Elmwood/30 Main Jail) 

 
Use Reporting 
 

MK-9 
 

Use 
Number 

Date Incident Type Use Summary Complaints? 
If yes, add 
summary 

Use & Policy 
Audit (action 
taken if any) 

1 4/2/2023 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

Two individuals assaulted another incarcerated person 
during recreational programming. Other individuals 

considered engaging in the assault before deputy utilized 
their MK-9 to stop the assault from continuing and 

deterring others from joining.  

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
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or phone call about 
this MK-9 use. 

the use of force 
during this 
incident.  

2 4/17/2023 Emergency 
Response Team 
Activation/Cell 

Extraction 

The Emergency Response Team (ERT) was activated due 
to an incarcerated person’s failure to lockdown which 

prevented welfare checks of other incarcerated persons in 
the housing unit and delayed jail operations. Despite 

many de-escalation efforts, this individual did not comply 
with orders and used a plastic garbage bag to shield the 

MK-9 deployment from ERT. Once ERT made entry into 
the dorm, this individual charged at ERT before another 
burst of MK-9 was deployed. This individual used the 

same plastic trash bag to deflect the spray and retreated to 
their cell without further incident.  

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

3 4/19/2023 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

During recreational programming, one incarcerated 
person approached another incarcerated person from 
behind and without provocation punched them in the 
face.  The initial assault stemmed other assaults in the 

dorm as multiple individuals began fighting each other.  
The MK-4 was deployed by the deputy which was 

ineffective due to multiple incidents occurring at the 
same time.  All involved individuals ignored directives 

and continued fighting even when the MK-9 was 
deployed as individuals split into smaller groups and 

continued to fight each other. Additional staff responded, 
isolated each group and deployed their MK-9 towards all 

combatants.  Once sufficient staff were on scene and 
chemical agents were allowed to take effect, the majority 

of the involved individuals stopped fighting, but some 
continued to challenge staff and would not fully comply 
with directives.  Multiple incarcerated persons needed to 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  
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be physically restrained and escorted out of the dorm to 
prevent a larger scale event. 

4 5/1/2023 
 

Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 
 

During recreational programming, multiple incarcerated 
persons were involved in an assault. Due to the number 
of incarcerated persons already actively engaged in the 
assault, a deputy used an MK-9 to effectively stop the 

assault from continuing and deterring other nearby 
individuals from joining the fight.   

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

5 5/14/2023 Stop Destruction 
of Property 

An incarcerated person became destructive during 
recreational program time and tried to break the 

television inside the housing unit. Due to the setting of 
the housing unit, a deputy provided multiple directives 

and warnings for the individual to stop their actions 
through the tray slot door, but the incarcerated person 

disregarded the lawful order and continued the 
destruction of property. The deputy deployed their MK-9 
through the tray slot and the individual returned to their 
cell without further incident. It was determined that the 
chemical agent never contacted the incarcerated person 

but was effective in discontinuing the crime from 
occurring.       

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

6 5/15/2023 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

During recreational programming, two incarcerated 
persons were involved in a physical altercation. Deputies 
intervened by issuing orders and directives to cease the 

altercation, but these were ignored. Subsequently, 
deputies deployed the MK-9 at the involved individuals, 

which allowed staff to separate them and bring the 
incident under control. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 
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during this 
incident.  

7 5/18/2023 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

During recreational programming, two incarcerated 
persons attacked another incarcerated person.  A deputy 

deployed his MK-4 at the individuals fighting to no avail.  
Verbal directives and the MK-4 deployment were 

ineffective, so the deputy deployed the MK-9 at all the 
active participants. Additional staff responded to the 

incident and were able to assist with safely securing the 
incarcerated persons without further incident.  

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

8 5/18/2023 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

Deputies on-viewed several inmates engaged in a verbal 
altercation. A physical altercation quickly ensued 
involving approximately 15 individuals. Multiple 

directives to stop fighting were ignored. An MK-9 was 
applied to the facial area of the individuals fighting. The 

incarcerated persons involved continued to fight each 
other. To prevent further injury from occurring, deputies 
deployed a MK-46. All the individuals stopped fighting 

and began to comply with directives by laying on the 
ground and safely surrendering to restraints.  

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 
this MK-9 or MK-

46 use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

9 5/22/2023 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

During pill-call, an incarcerated person entered another 
incarcerated person's cell and attacked them. Two 

additional individuals entered the cell and attacked the 
aggressor. Verbal directives were partially successful as 

two individuals stopped fighting, but the others refused to 
comply and continued assaulting each other. The deputy 

deployed an MK-9 at the active participants, which 
proved to be successful as both they stopped fighting and 

complied with verbal directives. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  
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10 6/5/2023 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

Two incarcerated individuals assaulted another 
incarcerated person during recreational programming.  

The deputy's verbal directives to stop fighting were 
unsuccessful and the victim did not fight back against the 

suspects. The deputy deployed their MK-9 at the 
aggressors to prevent additional kicks to the victim’s 

torso and head. The chemical agent successfully stopped 
the assault on the defenseless victim and the potential for 

serious bodily injury from occurring.   

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

11 6/5/2023 
 

Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

During clothing exchange, multiple incarcerated persons 
assaulted another individual, and others joined their 

efforts.  Deputy gave commands to all involved to cease 
fighting, but verbal directives were ignored.  MK-9 was 
utilized in an attempt to bring the incident under control.  

Both victims and suspects continued to fight despite 
multiple deployments of chemical agents.  Once 

sufficient staff responded to the incident, deputies had to 
physically separate all the incarcerated persons from each 

other.    

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 
 

Pursuant to a 
UOF audit, 

corrective action 
was given for 

MK-9 usage at 
closer than the 
manufacturer’s 
recommended 

range. 
 

12 6/6/2023 Emergency 
Response Team 
Activation/Cell 

Extraction   

While deputies were serving breakfast, an incarcerated 
person took a plastic food tray into their cell. Deputies 
gave verbal directives to return the food tray but were 

unsuccessful. The individual eventually broke the plastic 
food tray into pieces and held the makeshift weapons in 
their hands. The incarcerated person also attempted to 
break his medical walker to fashion another weapon.  
Despite many de-escalation efforts, the Emergency 

Response Team (ERT) was activated and administered 
two deployments of MK-9 Cell Buster with less than 
substantial effectiveness. The individual adamantly 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 Cell 
Buster use. 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  
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refused to comply. ERT eventually entered the cell and 
secured the incarcerated person without further incident. 

13 6/6/2023 Emergency 
Response Team 

Activation/ 
Extraction 

During recreational programming, multiple incarcerated 
persons refused to lockdown. The individuals started 
moving the dorm’s furniture and blocking entry ways 
which prevented responding staff from entering the 

housing unit. The active participants also placed apples in 
their socks to fashion swinging weapons to use against 

staff.  To prevent injuries to both staff and the aggressors 
alike, the MK-9 Phantom Fogger was deployed. After 

several minutes, all involved individuals retreated back to 
their cells and locked down without further incident. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 
this MK-9 Phantom 

Fogger use. 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

14 6/15/2023 Mental Health 
Needs / P.C. 2603 

Emergency psychiatric medication was ordered by a 
clinician pursuant to P.C. 2603, and after many attempts 
by badge and civilian staff for the individual to comply, 
the incarcerated person became increasingly hostile and 
ignored all directives. The Emergency Response Team 

(ERT) was activated and continued de-escalation efforts 
for voluntary compliance but was unsuccessful. ERT 

administered two MK-9 Phantom Fogger deployments to 
no avail. The individual continued to refuse orders to 

comply and ERT eventually entered the cell and placed 
the individual into restraints without further incident.  

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 
this MK-9 Phantom 

Fogger use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

15 6/15/2023 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

Two incarcerated individuals assaulted another 
incarcerated person during recreational programming. 

The deputy's verbal directives to stop fighting were 
unsuccessful before an MK-9 was deployed at the 

aggressors. The assault was stopped due to the 
deployment of chemical agents, causing all involved 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 
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parties to cease fighting and lie on the ground without 
further incident. 

during this 
incident.  

16 6/24/2023 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 
 

During recreational programming, two incarcerated 
persons attacked another incarcerated person. The victim 
did not fight back and covered his head with his hands. 
Verbal directives to stop fighting were unsuccessful. 

MK-9 was deployed to the facial area of the aggressors. 
All the individuals involved separated and followed 

verbal directives to get on the floor. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

17 6/26/2023 Failure to 
Lockdown or 
Exit/Enter a 
Dorm/Cell 

During recreational programming, an incarcerated person 
was asked to lockdown so staff could conduct a welfare 

check in the housing unit. The individual refused to 
lockdown and became hostile towards staff, smearing 

food on the dorm’s windows which caused staff to lose 
visibility of the housing unit and swinging a garbage bag 
like a weapon. When the incarcerated person got closer to 

the door in an attempt throw water underneath the 
entryway, the deputy took the opportunity and deployed 

the MK-9 which proved to be effective as the 
incarcerated person locked down without further 

incident. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

18 7/10/2023 
 

Emergency 
Response Team 

Activation/ 
Extraction 

After 72 hours of de-escalation efforts by staff and 
mental health clinicians, an incarcerated person 

continued to refuse orders to move from one special 
management unit (SMU) to another SMU for facility 
management. The Emergency Response Team (ERT) 

was activated and utilized the MK-9 Cell Buster which 
took effect immediately as the incarcerated person 

requested to be secured in handcuffs. The individual was 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 Cell 
Buster use. 

 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  
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secured and escorted out of the cell without further 
incident. 

19 7/12/2023 Mental Health 
Needs / P.C. 2603 

An incarcerated person was placed on a P.C. 2603 hold 
and was ordered to take their emergency medication by 

medical staff. After many attempts by staff to gain 
compliance, the individual became hostile and refused to 
comply. The Emergency Response Team was activated to 
assist with medication. Staff continued to make attempts 
of de-escalation but were unsuccessful. Clear Out was 
deployed and appeared to be ineffective. The MK-9 
Phantom Fogger was deployed and appeared to be 

effective. However, the incarcerated person refused to 
safely surrender to restraints. The Emergency Response 

Team entered the cell and secured the incarcerated person 
in restraints. The individual was escorted to the 

assessment chair and the medication was administered 
without further incident. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 
this MK-9 Phantom 
Fogger or Clear-Out 

use. 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

20 7/14/2023 
 

Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 
 

During recreational programming, two incarcerated 
individuals assaulted another incarcerated person. The 

deputy's verbal directives to stop fighting were 
unsuccessful and an MK-9 was deployed at the 

aggressors. Chemical agents successfully stopped the 
assault from continuing, but one of the involved 

individuals did not comply with staff’s directives. They 
ran around a metal table in the dayroom and took a 
combative stance before additional deployments of 

chemical agents were applied, eventually complying with 
directives.     

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

21 7/15/2023 Mental Health 
Needs / P.C. 2603 

An incarcerated person was placed on a P.C. 2603 hold 
and was ordered to take their emergency medication by 

medical staff. After many attempts by staff to gain 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
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compliance, the individual became hostile and refused to 
comply. The Emergency Response Team was activated to 
assist with medication. Staff continued to make attempts 
to de-escalate the situation but were unsuccessful. Two 

deployments of MK-9 Phantom Fogger were deployed. A 
few moments later, the Emergency Response Team 

Leader was able to gain compliance through de-
escalation. The incarcerated person agreed to be placed in 
handcuffs via the tray slot. The individual was escorted to 

the assessment chair without further incident.  

email, written mail, 
or phone call about 
this MK-9 Phantom 

Fogger use. 
 

relates to the 
equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

22 7/16/2023 Mental Health 
Needs / P.C. 2603 

An incarcerated person was placed on a P.C. 2603 hold 
and was ordered to take their emergency medication by 

medical staff. After many attempts by staff to gain 
compliance, the individual became hostile and refused to 
comply. The Emergency Response Team was activated to 
assist with medication. Staff continued to make attempts 

of de-escalation but were unsuccessful. Two deployments 
of MK-9 Phantom Fogger were utilized. The individual 
refused to safely surrender to restraints. The Emergency 

Response Team entered the cell and secured the 
incarcerated person without further incident. The 

individual was escorted to the assessment chair where the 
medication was administered. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 
this MK-9 Phantom 

Fogger use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

23 7/16/2023 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

Two incarcerated individuals assaulted another 
incarcerated person during recreational programming.  
The deputy’s’ commands and de-escalation efforts to 

stop fighting were unsuccessful before MK-9 was 
deployed at the aggressors. The assault was halted by the 

deployment of chemical agents, causing all involved 
parties to cease fighting. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  
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24 7/20/2023 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

During recreational programming, multiple incarcerated 
persons were involved in an assault on the outdoor 

sundeck. Initially, staff deployed MK-4 at the entrance to 
the sundeck but was unsuccessful due to the number of 
incarcerated persons involved and the distance of the 
assault. Subsequently, an MK-9 was utilized, but also 

proved unsuccessful. The open outdoor area introduced 
winds that redirected the chemical agents away from the 
assailants. Once additional staff responded, they opened 
the door to sundeck and all involved parties complied by 

laying on the ground without further incident.   

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

25 7/24/2023 Stop Destruction 
of property 

During recreational programming, an incarcerated person 
was taking a shower. Deputies notified the individual that 

his recreational time has ended and he would need to 
return to his cell. The individual ignored all the 

directives. After a few minutes, the deputies turned off 
the water. The individual exited the shower and became 

hostile. Attempting to de-escalate the situation, the 
deputies agreed to turn the water back on, in order for the 

individual to rinse off. After approximately 8 minutes, 
the deputies turned off the water. The individual exited 
the shower and became hostile again. The individual 

stated that he would break the hot pot and walked 
towards it. One deployment of MK-9 was utilized and 

deterred the individual from moving closer. The 
supervisor on scene agreed to turn the water back on to 
decontaminate from the chemical agents. The water was 
turned off for a final time and after several minutes the 

individual returned to their cell. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  
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26 7/27/2023 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

During bible study, three incarcerated persons attacked 
another incarcerated person in the multi-purpose room. 

Two civilian chaplains were in the multi-purpose room at 
the time of the attack. Verbal directives to stop fighting 
were ignored. MK-9 Phantom Fogger was deployed to 
the individuals fighting. Two of the individuals stopped 
fighting and complied with verbal directives. A second 
deployment of MK-9 Phantom Fogger was utilized, and 
the remaining two incarcerated persons separated. The 
chemical agents were effective in stopping the assault 

and deterring others from joining the fight. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 
this MK-9 Phantom 

Fogger use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

27 7/29/2023 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

During clothing exchange, two incarcerated persons 
assaulted another incarcerated individual. The deputy 
gave commands to all involved to cease fighting, but 

verbal directives were ignored. MK-9 was utilized in an 
attempt to bring the incident under control. The victim 

and suspects continued to fight despite multiple 
deployments of chemical agents. One individual needed 

to be physically restrained to stop fighting. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

28 8/4/2023 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

During recreational programming, two incarcerated 
persons started fighting each other. Multiple verbal 
directives to stop fighting were ignored. A deputy 

deployed his MK-9. The chemical agents were successful 
as both incarcerated persons stopped fighting and 

deterred others from joining the fight. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

29 8/9/2023 Mental Health 
Needs / P.C. 2603  

Mental Health Staff advised an incarcerated person was 
placed on a P.C. 2603 hold and was ordered to take their 

emergency medication. After many attempts of de-
escalation, the individual refused to comply and 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 
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threatened to fight anyone that opened his cell door. The 
Emergency Response Team was activated to assist with 

the medication. MK-9 Cell Buster was deployed. 
However, the incarcerated person refused to be 

handcuffed via the tray slot. A few moments later, the 
Emergency Response Team entered the cell and secured 
the individual in restraints. The incarcerated person was 
escorted to the assessment chair and the medication was 

administered without further incident. 

or phone call about 
this MK-9 Cell 

Buster use. 
 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

30 8/10/2023 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

During recreational programming, an incarcerated person 
attacked another incarcerated person. Suddenly, a third 
incarcerated person joined the attack. Trying to defend 
himself, the individual was thrown to the ground and 

repeatedly kicked and punched. The responding deputy 
directed all individuals to stop fighting but was ignored. 
The deputy deployed his MK-9 to the facial area of the 

aggressors. One of the attackers stopped fighting. A 
second deployment of the MK-9 was utilized and deemed 
effective as all incarcerated persons stopped fighting and 

began to comply with verbal directives. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

31 8/12/2023 Mental Health 
Needs / P.C. 2603  

Mental Health Staff advised that an incarcerated person 
was required to be transported to the Acute Psychiatric 

Unit. Mental Health Clinicians, Multi-Support Deputies, 
and supervisors attempted to de-escalate the situation to 
gain voluntary compliance to no avail.  The incarcerated 
person continued to kick his cell door, causing the door 

to bow out of its frame.  The Emergency Response Team 
(ERT) was activated and deployed two bursts of MK-9 

Cell Buster which were unsuccessful, as the incarcerated 
person refused to safely surrender to restraints. ERT 

entered the cell, secured the individual in restraints and 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 Cell 
Buster use. 

 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  
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placed them in a Restraint Chair. Upon being removed 
from the Restraint Chair in the Acute Psychiatric Unit, 
the individual spat at staff which resulted in Emergency 

psychiatric medication being ordered by a clinician 
pursuant to P.C. 2603.   

32 8/13/2023 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

During recreational programming, an incarcerated person 
punched another incarcerated person on the top tier. The 

incident appeared to be an orchestrated altercation as four 
individuals participated in the assault. The deputy 

directed all individuals to stop fighting and get on the 
floor or they would be pepper-sprayed. All the aggressors 

complied with verbal directives and laid down on the 
ground. The victim ignored the directives and ran toward 
the deputy. The deputy deployed an MK-9 to the facial 

area of the individual running towards him. All 
incarcerated persons remained on the ground and 

complied with verbal directives. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

33 8/18/2023 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

As recreational programming had ended, a group of nine 
incarcerated persons approached one incarcerated person 
on the telephone. The group began to punch the victim 
repeatedly. The deputy directed all individuals to stop 

fighting but was ignored. The deputy deployed his MK-9 
to the facial area of the aggressors. The chemical agent 

were effective as all the individuals stopped fighting and 
began to follow verbal directives. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

34 8/26/2023 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

Deputies on-viewed two incarcerated persons engaged in 
mutual combat. A responding deputy deployed his MK-9 

and both individuals complied with directives to stop 
fighting. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 
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or phone call about 
this MK-9 use. 

during this 
incident.  

35 8/31/2023 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

During recreational programming, three incarcerated 
persons entered another incarcerated person’s cell and 
began to assault him. The victim was able to run out of 
the cell. Once in the dayroom, the victim was assaulted 
by three additional incarcerated persons. Responding 
deputies gave multiple directives to stop fighting but 

were ignored. An MK-9 was deployed through the tray 
slot but was ineffective. Another incarcerated person 

walked towards the fight and was assaulted as well. Once 
sufficient staff arrived on scene. Deputies entered the 

dorm and physically separated the individuals involved. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

36 9/3/2023 Stop Destruction 
of Property 

After recreational programming, an incarcerated person 
refused to go back to his assigned cell. Multiple attempts 

to de-escalation the situation were unsuccessful. The 
individual stated he was going to break the television in 

the dayroom and moved a chair directly under the 
television. A deputy deployed his MK-9 towards the 

individual but did not make contact because the 
individual used a garbage bag as a shield. The chemical 

agents were successful as it prevented him from breaking 
the television. A few moments later, responding deputies 
arrived on scene and attempted to have a dialogue to de-
escalate the situation. Deputies were successful as they 

were able to convince the incarcerated person to go back 
to their assigned cell without further incident. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

37 9/10/2023 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

During recreational programming, one incarcerated 
person put another incarcerated person in a headlock and 

started punching him. Shortly after the assault started 
another incarcerated person started assaulting the victim. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 
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Verbal directives to stop fighting were ignored. The 
deputy deployed his MK-9 to the facial area of the 

aggressors. Verbal directives to stop fighting were again 
ignored. The deputy deployed a second burst of MK-9, 

however, the can ran empty. As the individuals continued 
to fight, the deputy transitioned to his MK-4 and 

deployed an additional burst. All three individuals 
stopped fighting and complied with verbal directives. 

or phone call about 
this MK-9 use. 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

38 9/13/2023 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

During recreational program, four incarcerated persons 
attacked one incarcerated person on the phone. The 

victim attempted to cover his head with his hands and did 
not fight back. The deputy attempted to deploy his MK-9, 
however, the cannister malfunctioned upon deployment 
and the spray was ineffective. The individuals ignored 

verbal directives and continued the assault. As sufficient 
staff started to arrive on scene, the individuals stopped 

the attack and retreated to their cells. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

39 9/19/2023 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

A deputy on-viewed an incarcerated person approach and 
assault another incarcerated person. Verbal directives 

were ignored to stop fighting. The deputy deployed his 
MK-9 to the facial area of the individuals. Both 

individuals immediately separated and complied with 
verbal directives. When sufficient staff arrived on scene, 

both incarcerated persons were safely secured in 
restraints. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

40 9/26/2023 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

During recreational programming, an incarcerated person 
was walking back to his assigned cell. Suddenly, two 

incarcerated persons started attacking him and the fight 
quickly moved into the cell. The individuals ignored the 
responding deputy's verbal directives to stop fighting. 

MK-9 was deployed to the facial area of the aggressors. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 
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The aggressors stopped fighting and exited the cell, 
safely surrendering to restraints.  

or phone call about 
this MK-9 use. 

during this 
incident.  

41 10/14/2023 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

During recreational programming, an incarcerated person 
attacked another which prompted a third incarcerated 

person to join the fight and defending the victim.  
Responding deputies arrived on scene and directed all the 

individuals to stop fighting, but they ignored all verbal 
directives from staff.  An MK-9 was deployed to the 

facial areas of the involved individuals which resulted in 
compliance.  They stopped fighting, lay on the ground, 

and were restrained without further incident.   

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

42 10/17/2023 Stop Self Harm An incarcerated person broke a tablet into small plastic 
and metal pieces. The individual told deputies that he 
would stab the first person that entered his cell. After 

many attempts of de-escalation, the incarcerated person 
created a ligature and stated he was going to harm 

himself. The Emergency Response Team was activated. 
Two deployments of the MK-4 were utilized but had no 
effect. The individual threw a storage bin, striking the 

deputy in the arm. The incarcerated person continued to 
hold a sharp piece of plastic in his hand and refused to 
follow any directives. One deployment of MK-9 was 

utilized but did not seem to have effect. One deployment 
of Clear-Out was utilized. However, the individual 

refused to safely surrender to restraints. The Emergency 
Response Team entered the cell and secured the 

incarcerated person without further incident.  

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 
this MK-9 or Clear-

Out use. 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

43 11/15/2023 Mass Disturbance As deputies responded to a multiple incarcerated persons 
fight, several suspects started running away from the 

scene.  One individual involved in the fight ran towards 
the deputy which prompted the MK-9 deployment to the 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 
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person’s facial area.  As staff was securing all the 
individuals involved in restraints, a second multiple 

incarcerated persons fight was reported in another area 
within the same housing unit.  Upon staff’s arrival of the 
second fight, deputies on-viewed individuals climbing 
fences to gain entry to where the fight was occurring.  
Responding deputies deployed their MK-4s, which 

resulted in compliance from all individuals involved with 
the second incident.  Moments later, a third fight 

occurred in another location.  Deputies were able to de-
escalate the third incident without the need for force. 

or phone call about 
this MK-9 use. 

 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

44 11/15/2023 Mass Disturbance Deputies responded to a large incarcerated persons fight. 
Upon arrival, deputies witnessed approximately twelve 
incarcerated persons fighting. To minimize the threat of 
further injury and deter additional participants from the 

assault, deputies deployed the MK-46. All verbal 
directives to stop fighting were ignored, as the 

incarcerated persons continued to fight. Deputies 
deployed an MK-9 to the facial areas of the individuals. 
All incarcerated persons involved stopped fighting and 

complied with verbal directives. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 
this MK-9 or MK-

46 use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

45 11/28/2023 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

During recreational programming, an incarcerated person 
began punching another incarcerated person in the head 

and neck area.  Believing the aggressor was striking with 
a jail made weapon, the deputy attempted to deploy his 

MK-9. However, upon deployment the cannister 
malfunctioned and sprayed in an aerosol pattern instead 

of a stream.  Realizing its ineffectiveness, the deputy 
quickly transitioned to their MK-4.  Both individuals 
complied with directives and safely surrendered to 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  
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restraints.  It was later determined that a jail made 
weapon was not used in the assault. 

46 12/1/2023 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

During clothing exchange, two incarcerated persons 
attacked another incarcerated person. Multiple verbal 
directives to stop fighting were ignored. The deputy 

deployed his MK-4 to the facial area of the individuals, 
however, the fight continued. The deputy quickly 

transitioned to a MK-9 Phantom Fogger and deployed it 
in the direction of the assault. Two of the individuals 

quickly retreated from the altercation. One of the 
aggressors continued to attack the victim and needed to 

be physically restrained to stop the attack. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 
this MK-9 Phantom 

Fogger use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

47 12/1/2023 
 

Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 
 

During recreational programming, five incarcerated 
persons unprovokedly attacked two incarcerated persons. 

Verbal directives to stop fighting were ignored. A 
responding deputy deployed his MK-9 Phantom Fogger. 

Some of the individuals did not initially comply with 
directives. Once sufficient staff arrived on scene an 

additional deployment of MK-4 was dispersed. All the 
individuals involved complied with directives and safely 

surrendered to restraints. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 
this MK-9 Phantom 

Fogger use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

48 12/22/2023 Mental Health 
Needs / P.C. 2603 

While housed in the Acute Psychiatric Unit, an 
incarcerated person covered their cell door window and 

threatened multiple staff members with assault using 
urine and feces. They also refused to take their court 

ordered medication pursuant to P.C. 2603. Many attempts 
of de-escalation were made by Mental Health Staff, 

Multi-Support Deputies, and supervisors to no avail. The 
Emergency Response Team (ERT) was activated and 

deployed the MK-9 Cell Buster.  ERT entered the cell, 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 Cell 
Buster use. 

 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  
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secured the individual in restraints, and transported the 
incarcerated person without further incident. 

49 1/11/2024 Mental Health 
Needs / P.C. 2603 

Emergency psychiatric medication was ordered by a 
clinician pursuant to P.C. 2603.  Mental Health Staff, 

Multi-Support Deputies, and supervisors attempted to use 
de-escalation dialogue but were unsuccessful. The 

individual threatened to throw bloodborne pathogens 
containing blood, urine and feces at staff. The Emergency 

Response Team (ERT) was activated to assist with the 
medication and deployed two bursts of MK-9 Phantom 

Fogger. However, the individual refused to be 
handcuffed and lay on their bunk with their hands under 
their stomach. ERT recognized that the individual had 

momentarily separated herself from the cups of 
hazardous waste and entered the cell. ERT entered the 
cell and safely secured the individual without further 

incident.   

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 
this MK-9 Phantom 

Fogger use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

50 1/14/2024 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

During recreational programming, four incarcerated 
persons attacked another incarcerated person. Verbal 

directives to stop fighting were ignored. An incarcerated 
person tried to stop the assault but ultimately engaged in 

the fight. The responding deputy deployed his MK-4. The 
MK-4 was ineffective as the fight continued. The deputy 
transitioned to deploying his MK-9 to the facial area of 

the aggressors. Following the deployment, the individuals 
separated and followed verbal directives. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

51 1/19/2024 Emergency 
Response Team 

Activation/ 
Extraction 

During recreational programming, an incarcerated person 
started displaying bizarre behavior. The individual was 
secured in waist chains and escorted in a holding cell. 
The individual took off the waist chains and began to 

swing it at the holding cell window, causing it to shatter. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
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To minimize interrupting jail functions, the Emergency 
Response Team was activated. Mental Health Clinicians, 
Multi-Support Deputies and supervisors attempted to de-

escalate the incident but were unsuccessful. An MK-9 
Cell Buster was deployed under the cell door. The 
individual showed signs of being affected by the 

chemical agent and sat on the floor. The Emergency 
Response Team entered the cell door and secured the 

incarcerated person without further incident. 

this MK-9 Cell 
Buster use. 

 

the use of force 
during this 
incident.  

52 1/27/2024 Stop Destruction 
of Property 

During recreational programming, an incarcerated person 
picked up a broom, removed the handle and started 

hitting the module door. The individual was visibly upset 
and threatened to fight staff. The individual also broke a 
clock in the dayroom, resulting in shattered glass around 
the housing unit floor. Many attempts of de-escalation 
were unsuccessful by multiple staff members. As the 

incarcerated person approached the module door near the 
fragments of glass, a deputy deployed their MK-9 to the 

facial area of the individual. The incarcerated person 
continued to pace around the dorm but did not comply 

with directives. The individual eventually complied with 
verbal directives by surrendering the broom handle.  

Shortly thereafter, the incarcerated person agreed to be 
handcuffed through the tray slot and was escorted out of 

the dorm without further incident. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

53 2/4/2024 Failure to 
Lockdown or 
Exit/Enter a 
Dorm/Cell  

As recreational programming had ended, an incarcerated 
person refused to return to his cell. Attempting to create a 
hazard for responding staff, the individual threw soap and 

water on the floor near the entry door. Several attempts 
of de-escalation were made but unsuccessful. An MK-9 
was deployed to the facial area of the individual. The 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 
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incarcerated person decontaminated himself with soap 
and water, while still refusing to go back to his cell. A 
second deployment of MK-9 was utilized, however the 

MK-9 malfunctioned, and no chemical agents made 
contact with the individual. Several deputies entered the 
module and directed the incarcerated person to return to 

his cell. The individual took a combative posture and 
challenged staff. A third deployment of MK-9 was 

utilized to the facial area of the incarcerated person, and 
he returned to his cell without further incident. 

 during this 
incident.  

54 2/5/2024 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

During recreational programming, an incarcerated person 
approached another incarcerated person and struck them 
in the head with a closed fist. In an attempt to help the 
victim, two additional incarcerated persons engaged in 

the fight. The responding deputy directed all the 
individuals to stop fighting and one of the individuals 

complied. They separated themselves from the fight and 
returned to their cell. An MK-9 was deployed to the 

facial area of all the remaining combatants as individuals 
continued to fight in a collaborative effort against the 
original assailant. Responding staff had to physically 
restrain the remaining individuals to keep them from 

fighting each other.   

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

55 2/8/2024 Emergency 
Response Team 

Activation/ 
Extraction 

During recreational programming, an incarcerated person 
was displaying erratic behavior by jumping around the 

dorm. The individual went to the sundeck and refused to 
return to his cell. The incarcerated person made 

statements that he would fight staff and began shadow 
boxing. Despite many de-escalation efforts by Mental 
Health Staff, Multi-support Deputies, and supervisors, 

the individual became more agitated, punching the 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  
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sundeck window causing it to bend out of its frame. The 
Emergency Response Team was activated and deployed 

the MK-9 through the tray slot. The chemical agents 
appeared to be ineffective. The Emergency Response 
Team entered the sundeck and attempted to place him 

restraints. During the struggle, the incarcerated person bit 
a deputy on the arm. The incarcerated person was secured 

in restraints and escorted to the assessment chair were 
medical staff safely administered emergency medication. 

56 2/15/2024 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

During recreational programming, one incarcerated 
person approached another incarcerated person from 

behind, picking him up and slamming him on his head. 
An additional aggressor joined the attack, kicking him, 
while the assailant continued to punch him. The victim 

laid on the floor motionless, appearing to not fight back. 
Verbal directives to stop fighting were ignored. The 

responding deputy deployed his MK-9 to the facial area 
of the aggressors. Both aggressors immediately stopped 

the attack and complied with verbal directives. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

57 2/19/2024 Stop Destruction 
of Property 

 

During recreational programming, an incarcerated person 
picked up a metal toolbox containing grooming trimmers 
and swung it at a camera in the dayroom. Deputies gave 

verbal directives to stop but were ignored. The individual 
proceeded to swing the toolbox at the officer station, 

knocking over the computer.  An MK-9 was deployed to 
the facial area of the individual. The incarcerated person 

dropped the metal box and laid on the ground. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

58 2/26/2024 Mental Health 
Needs / P.C. 2603 

Mental Health staff advised that an incarcerated person 
was required to be transported to the Acute Psychiatric 

Unit. Mental Health Clinicians, Multi-Support Deputies, 
and supervisors attempted to convince the incarcerated 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 
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person to comply with verbal directives but were 
unsuccessful. The individual refused to exit the cell and 
threatened to harm staff if they entered. The Emergency 
Response Team (ERT) was activated and deployed two 

bursts of the MK-9 Cell Buster. Moments later, the 
incarcerated person complied with verbal directives by 

approaching the cell door and placing their hands behind 
their back. ERT entered the cell and secured the 

incarcerated person into restraints without further 
incident. 

or phone call about 
this MK-9 Cell 

Buster use. 
 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

59 3/8/2024 Stop Destruction 
of Property 

As recreational programming ended, an incarcerated 
person refused to go back to their assigned cell. The 

individual repeatedly hit the phone, causing it to break 
into several pieces. The individual approached the 

module door and proceeded to hit the window, while 
threatening to kill the deputies. Suddenly, the individual 

grabbed the pencil sharpener and threw it to the floor 
causing it to shatter into small shards of debris. In an 

effort to minimize the situation from increasing further, a 
deputy deployed his MK-9 to the facial area of the 

individual. The incarcerated person retreated to their 
assign cell without further incident. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

60 3/10/2024 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

During recreational programming, two incarcerated 
persons attacked another incarcerated person. The victim 

attempted to run away from the assault and fell to the 
floor. The victim covered his head with his hands and did 
not fight back as the aggressors proceeded to punch him. 
Responding deputies directed all the individuals to stop 
fighting but were ignored. An additional incarcerated 

person joined the attack by kicking the victim. An MK-9 
was deployed to the facial area of the attackers to prevent 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 use. 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  
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further injury from occurring. All incarcerated persons 
separated and each other and complied with verbal 

directives. 

61 3/16/2024 Stop Destruction 
of Property 

While in a holding cell, an incarcerated person threatened 
to harm staff if they entered. The individual slid the waist 

chains off his hips and used the excess chain to hit the 
holding cell door and window. Mental Health staff and 
supervisors attempted de-escalation dialogue but were 
unsuccessful. The individual covered the camera in the 
holding cell and began to flood. MK-9 Phantom Fogger 

was deployed to the holding cell and appeared to be 
effective. The incarcerated person complied with verbal 

directives and was safely re-secured in restraints. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 
this MK-9 Phantom 

Fogger use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

62 3/31/2024 Mental Health 
Needs / P.C. 2603 

Mental Health Staff advised that an incarcerated person 
was required to transfer to the Acute Psychiatric Unit.  

This person smeared feces on their cell window, 
obstructing staff’s ability to perform proper welfare 

checks.  Mental Health Staff, Multi-Support Deputies and 
supervisors attempted to de-escalate; however, the 

incarcerated person continued to show signs of agitation 
and threatened to assault staff.  After the 10-minute 

cooling off period had expired the Emergency Response 
Team (ERT) was activated. Clear-Out was deployed into 

the cell, but the individual wrapped a wet shirt around 
their face to subside the chemical agent’s effects.  The 

incarcerated person remained non-compliant and 
attempted to breath fresh air via their cell vent.  The MK-
9 Cell Buster was introduced next into the cell by ERT, 
but the individual continued to ignore verbal directives 
for voluntary compliance.  As ERT made entry into the 

cell, the person assaulted the deputies with a cup 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 
this Clear-Out or 
MK-9 Cell Buster 

use. 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  
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MK-46 

 
Use 

Number 
Date Incident Type Use Summary Complaints? 

If yes, add 
summary 

Use & Policy 
Audit (action 
taken if any) 

1 5/18/2023 Multiple 
Incarcerated 

Person Assault 

Deputies on-viewed several inmates engaged in a verbal 
altercation. A physical altercation quickly ensued 
involving approximately 15 individuals. Multiple 

directives to stop fighting were ignored. An MK-9 was 
applied to the facial area of the individuals fighting. The 

incarcerated persons involved continued to fight each 
other. To prevent further injury from occurring, deputies 
deployed a MK-46. All the individuals stopped fighting 

and began to comply with directives by laying on the 
ground and safely surrendering to restraints.  

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 
this MK-9 or MK-

46 use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

2 6/1/2023 Mass Disturbance After two incarcerated persons were involved in an 
assault, tension had developed throughout the night.  
Approximately, 200 individuals were gathered in an 
unauthorized area.  Staff recognized that the individuals 
segregated themselves by race and appeared to be hostile 
towards each other. In an attempt to prevent a mass 
incarcerated persons fight, the deputy utilized their MK-4 
to disperse the crowd surrounding him. The MK-4 was 

There have been no 
complaints about 
the use of MK-46 
or Pepperball FTC 

Launcher in 
connection with 
this use of force 
incident through 

Pursuant to a UOF 
audit, policy 

violations were 
identified during 
the application of 
chemical agents in 
this incident. The 

incident was 

containing urine and feces in addition to spitting at them, 
resulting in the application of the spit mask to reduce 
further bloodborne pathogens contamination on staff. 

After refusing the de-contamination process and medical 
assessment, the incarcerated person was escorted to a 

clean cell in the Acute Psychiatric Unit with clean 
clothing and running water to decontaminate.  
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only effective to the individuals in close range.  The 
incarcerated persons involved slowly started to return to 
their assigned area. Hours later, a large number of 
individuals were seen defeating locking mechanisms and 
security fences.  Incarcerated persons were seen climbing 
under and over fences to gain access to unauthorized 
areas.  Multiple verbal directives for voluntary 
compliance were unsuccessful.  The MK-46 was utilized 
to disperse approximately 25 individuals.  The PepperBall 
FTC Launcher was deployed three times against a 
building wall as a show of force to disperse an additional 
group of hostile individuals from entering an 
unauthorized area.  The crowds dispersed and began to 
comply with verbal directives.  

 

Internal Affairs or 
by email, phone, or 

written mail.     
 

forwarded to 
Internal Affairs 

and is under 
investigation. 

3 11/15/2023 Mass Disturbance Deputies responded to a large, incarcerated persons fight. 
Upon arrival, deputies witnessed approximately twelve 
incarcerated persons fighting. To minimize the threat of 
further injury and deter additional participants from the 

assault, deputies deployed the MK-46. All verbal 
directives to stop fighting were ignored, as the 

incarcerated persons continued to fight. Deputies 
deployed an MK-9 to the facial areas of the individuals. 
All incarcerated persons involved stopped fighting and 

complied with verbal directives. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 
this MK-9 or MK-

46 use. 
 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  
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Clear-Out 
 

Use 
Number 

Date Incident Type Use Summary Complaints? 
If yes, add 
summary 

Use & Policy 
Audit (action 
taken if any) 

1 5/16/2023 Mental Health 
Needs / P.C 2603 

Mental health staff determined that an incarcerated 
person required to move housing units, but this 
individual was uncooperative, refused many de-

escalation attempts by badge and non-badge staff, which 
exceeded 72 hours, and ignored directives to voluntary 

comply with orders.  The individual held sharpened 
pencils in their hands, threatened staff and remained 
adamant that they would not comply.  Emergency 
psychiatric medication was ordered by a clinician 

pursuant to P.C. 2603, and ultimately, the Emergency 
Response Team (ERT) was activated.  Two deployments 

of Clear-Out were ineffective to gain voluntary 
compliance before ERT entered the cell and gained 
control of the individual without further incident. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 
this Clear-Out use. 

 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

2 5/26/2023 Mental Health 
Needs / P.C. 2603  

An incarcerated person was placed on a P.C. 2603 hold 
and was ordered emergency medication. Multiple 

deputies and medical staff attempted to gain compliance, 
but the individual refused to voluntarily take his 

medication. The incarcerated person became hostile and 
threatened staff with violence. After all attempts of de-
escalation were unsuccessful, the Emergency Response 

Team was activated. Two doses of Clear-Out were 
deployed. The chemical agents were ineffective as the 
individual continued to disobey verbal directives. The 

Emergency Response Team entered the cell and gained 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 
this Clear-Out use. 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  
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control of the individual. The medication was 
administered without further incident. 

3 7/5/2023 Mental Health 
Needs / P.C. 2603  

 

An incarcerated person was placed on a P.C. 2603 hold 
and was ordered to take their emergency medication by 

medical staff. After many attempts by staff to gain 
compliance, the individual became hostile and refused to 
comply. The Emergency Response Team was activated 

to assist with medication. Staff continued to make 
attempts of de-escalation but were unsuccessful. Two 

deployments of Clear-Out were utilized. The 
incarcerated person showed signs of the chemical agents 
taking effect. However, the individual refused to safely 
surrender to restraints. The Emergency Response Team 

entered the cell and secured the individual into restraints. 
After being escorted to the assessment chair, medical 

staff safely administered the medication without further 
incident.  

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 
this Clear-Out use. 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

4 7/12/2023 Mental Health 
Needs / P.C. 2603 

An incarcerated person was placed on a P.C. 2603 hold 
and was ordered to take their emergency medication by 

medical staff. After many attempts by staff to gain 
compliance, the individual became hostile and refused to 
comply. The Emergency Response Team was activated 

to assist with medication. Staff continued to make 
attempts of de-escalation but were unsuccessful. Clear 
Out was deployed and appeared to be ineffective. The 

MK-9 Phantom Fogger was deployed and appeared to be 
effective. However, the incarcerated person refused to 

safely surrender to restraints. The Emergency Response 
Team entered the cell and secured the incarcerated 

person in restraints. The individual was escorted to the 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 
this MK-0 Phantom 
Fogger or Clear-Out 

use. 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  
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assessment chair and the medication was administered 
without further incident. 

5 8/22/2023 Mental Health 
Needs / P.C. 2603  

Mental Health Staff advised that an incarcerated person 
was placed on a P.C. 2603 Hold and required emergency 

medication. Mental Health Staff, Multi-Support 
Deputies and supervisors attempted to convince the 
individual to take their medication. However, the 

incarcerated person refused to comply. The Emergency 
Response Team was activated to assist with the 

medication. After many attempts of de-escalation, Clear-
Out was deployed by the Emergency Response Team. 
The Emergency Response Team entered the cell and 

secured the individual into restraints. The individual was 
safely escorted to the assessment chair and the 

medication was administered without further incident.  

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 
this Clear-Out use. 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

6 9/8/2023 Mental Health 
Needs / P.C. 2603  

Mental Health Staff advised that, and incarcerated 
person was placed on a P.C. 2603 Hold and required 
emergency medication. Mental Health Staff, Multi-

Support Deputies, and supervisors attempted to use de-
escalation dialogue but were unsuccessful. The 

Emergency Response Team was activated to assist with 
the medication. The individual continued to be 
uncooperative. Clear-Out was deployed and the 
individual laid on his stomach complying with 

directives. The Emergency Response Team entered the 
cell and secured the individual into restraints. The 

incarcerated person was escorted to the assessment chair 
and the emergency medication was safely administered. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 
this Clear-Out use. 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

7 10/17/2023 Stop Self Harm An incarcerated person broke a tablet into small plastic 
and metal pieces. The individual told deputies that he 
would stab the first person that entered his cell. After 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
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many attempts of de-escalation, the incarcerated person 
created a ligature and stated he was going to harm 

himself. The Emergency Response Team was activated. 
Two deployments of the MK-4 were utilized but had no 
effect. The individual threw a storage bin, striking the 

deputy in the arm. The incarcerated person continued to 
hold a sharp piece of plastic in his hand and refused to 
follow any directives. One deployment of MK-9 was 

utilized but did not seem to have effect. One deployment 
of Clear-Out was utilized. However, the individual 

refused to safely surrender to restraints. The Emergency 
Response Team entered the cell and secured the 

incarcerated person without further incident.  

email, written mail, 
or phone call about 

this MK-9 Clear-Out 
use. 

relates to the 
equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

8 12/20/2023 Mental Health 
Needs / P.C. 2603  

An incarcerated person covered their cell door window 
and threatened staff that she would throw urine and feces 

at whoever opened her door. Many attempts of de-
escalation were made by Mental Health Staff, Multi-

Support Deputies, and supervisors. The individual 
continued to throw an unknown liquid at her cell door. 

Visibility and communication unexpectedly ended. 
Fearing for the safety of the individual, Mental Health 

Staff advised that the incarcerated person would be 
placed on a 5150 Hold and would require to be 

transported. The Emergency Response Team was 
activated and deployed Clear-Out. The Emergency 

Response Team entered the cell and secured the 
individual in restraints. The incarcerated person was 

transported without further incident. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 
this Clear-Out use. 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

9 12/21/2023 Mental Health 
Needs / P.C. 2603  

Mental Health Staff advised that an incarcerated person 
was placed on a P.C. 2603 Hold and required emergency 

medication. Mental Health Staff, Multi-Support 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
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Deputies, and supervisors attempted to use de-escalation 
dialogue but were unsuccessful. The Emergency 
Response Team was activated to assist with the 

medication. The individual took a fighting stance and 
continued to hit his cell door. Clear-Out was deployed 
and the individual laid on his stomach complying with 
directives. The Emergency Response Team entered the 

cell and secured the individual into restraints. The 
incarcerated person was escorted to the assessment chair 
and the emergency medication was safely administered. 

email, written mail, 
or phone call about 
this Clear-Out use. 

relates to the 
equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

10 12/22/2023 Mental Health 
Needs / P.C. 2603 

Mental Health Staff advised that an incarcerated person 
was placed on a P.C. 2603 Hold and required emergency 

medication. Mental Health Staff, Multi-Support 
Deputies, and supervisors attempted to use de-escalation 

dialogue but were unsuccessful. The Emergency 
Response Team was activated to assist with the 

medication. The individual took a fighting stance and 
continued to hit his cell door. Clear-Out was deployed 
and the individual laid on his stomach complying with 
directives. The Emergency Response Team entered the 

cell and secured the individual into restraints. The 
incarcerated person was escorted to the assessment chair 
and the emergency medication was safely administered. 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 
this Clear-Out use. 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  

11 1/16/2024 Emergency 
Response Team 

Activation/ 
Extraction 

An incarcerated person was being discharged from the 
Acute Psychiatric Unit and refused to transfer to another 
housing unit. The individual took apart their wheelchair 

and tied it to a piece of jail-issued clothing. The 
incarcerated person started swinging the jail made 

weapon and threatened to strike anyone that entered their 
cell. Mental Health Clinicians, Multi-Support Deputies, 
and supervisors attempted to use de-escalation dialogue 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 
this Clear-Out use. 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  
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but were unsuccessful. The Emergency Response Team 
(ERT) was activated and deployed Clear-Out. The Clear-
Out was ineffective so the MK-4 was deployed through 
the tray slot, making contact with the individual, but the 

incarcerated person continued to refuse to safely 
surrender to restraints. ERT entered the cell, secured the 
individual into restraints, and escorted them to the new 

housing unit without further incident. 

12 3/31/2024 Mental Health 
Needs / P.C. 2603 

Mental Health Staff advised that an incarcerated person 
was required to transfer to the Acute Psychiatric Unit.  

This person smeared feces on their cell window, 
obstructing staff’s ability to perform proper welfare 

checks.  Mental Health Staff, Multi-Support Deputies 
and supervisors attempted to de-escalate; however, the 

incarcerated person continued to show signs of agitation 
and threatened to assault staff.  After the 10-minute 

cooling off period had expired the Emergency Response 
Team (ERT) was activated. Clear-Out was deployed into 

the cell, but the individual wrapped a wet shirt around 
their face to subside the chemical agent’s effects.  The 

incarcerated person remained non-compliant and 
attempted to breath fresh air via their cell vent.  The 

MK-9 Cell Buster was introduced next into the cell by 
ERT, but the individual continued to ignore verbal 
directives for voluntary compliance.  As ERT made 

entry into the cell, the person assaulted the deputies with 
a cup containing urine and feces in addition to spitting at 

them, resulting in the application of the spit mask to 
reduce further bloodborne pathogens contamination on 
staff. After refusing the de-contamination process and 

medical assessment, the incarcerated person was 

There have been no 
complaints via 

Internal Affairs, 
email, written mail, 
or phone call about 
this Clear-Out or 
MK-9 Cell Buster 

use. 

There were no 
policy violations 

observed as it 
relates to the 

equipment use or 
the use of force 

during this 
incident.  
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escorted to a clean cell in the Acute Psychiatric Unit 
with clean clothing and running water to decontaminate.  

 
Intended Acquisition in 2023 
 
No new equipment in this category is requested or anticipated at this time. 
 
Total Annual Cost 
 
The cost of replenishment for items in this category was just over $1,000 during this reporting period. 
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CATEGORY 14 - PROJECTILE LAUNCH PLATFORMS & ASSOCIATED MUNITIONS 
 
Inventory 
 

Equipment Type Quantity 
FN 303 Launcher 8 (4 Elmwood/4 Main Jail) 
FN 303 PAVA/OC Powder Projectiles 13 bx. (3 Elmwood/10 Main Jail) 
FN 303 Clear Impact Projectiles 8 bx. (5 Elmwood/3 Main Jail) 
PepperBall TAC SA PRO Plus – In the Procurement Process 40 
PepperBall Live-X Powder Projectiles  0 
PepperBall Live Powder Projectiles 5 ca. (4 Elmwood/1 Main Jail) 
PepperBall Inert Powder Projectiles 50 ca. (4 Elmwood/46 Main Jail) 
PepperBall Marking Projectiles 1 ca. (1 Elmwood/0 Main Jail) 
Defense Technology 40mm Launcher 3 (2 Elmwood/1 Main Jail) 
Defense Technology 40mm eXact iMpact Sponge Round 11 (1 Elmwood/10 Main Jail) 
Defense Technology 40mm Reloadable 24-Shot Training Kit 1 (0 Elmwood/1 Main Jail) 

 
Use Reporting 
 
The only use of any items within Category 14 in the course of law enforcement duties was one (1) use of Pepperball as documented below. All other 
uses of the items reported in this category have only been for training during this reporting period. The current quantities of items within this category 
are reflected in the inventory. 
 

Pepperball 
 

Use 
Number 

Date Incident Type Use Summary Complaints? 
If yes, add 
summary 

Use & Policy 
Audit (action 
taken if any) 

1 6/1/2023 Mass Disturbance After two incarcerated persons were involved in an 
assault, tension had developed throughout the night.  

There have been no 
complaints about the 

Pursuant to a UOF 
audit, policy 
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Approximately, 200 individuals were gathered in an 
unauthorized area.  Staff recognized that the individuals 
segregated themselves by race and appeared to be hostile 
towards each other. In an attempt to prevent a mass 
incarcerated persons fight, the deputy utilized their MK-4 
to disperse the crowd surrounding him. The MK-4 was 
only effective to the individuals in close range.  The 
incarcerated persons involved slowly started to return to 
their assigned area. Hours later, a large number of 
individuals were seen defeating locking mechanisms and 
security fences.  Incarcerated persons were seen climbing 
under and over fences to gain access to unauthorized 
areas.  Multiple verbal directives for voluntary 
compliance were unsuccessful.  The MK-46 was utilized 
to disperse approximately 25 individuals.  The 
PepperBall FTC Launcher was deployed three times 
against a building wall as a show of force to disperse an 
additional group of hostile individuals from entering an 
unauthorized area.  The crowds dispersed and began to 
comply with verbal directives.  
 

use of MK-46 or 
Pepperball FTC 

Launcher in 
connection with this 
use of force incident 

through Internal 
Affairs or by email, 

phone, or written 
mail.     

 

violations were 
identified during 
the application of 
chemical agents in 
this incident. The 

incident was 
forwarded to 

Internal Affairs 
and is under 

investigation. 

 
Intended Acquisition in 2023 
 
No new equipment in this category is requested or anticipated at this time. 
 
Total Annual Cost 
 
There have been no replenishment costs for this category during this reporting period. 
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STANFORD UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
 
 

CATEGORY 10 - SPECIALIZED FIREARMS & AMMUNITION 
 
Inventory 
 

Equipment Type Quantity 
Colt AR-15 (.223/5.56mm) 32 
Speer .223 62-Grain Gold Dot 18,500 
Federal AE 223N 17,000 

 
Use Reporting 
 
All uses of the items reported in this category have only been for training and/or mandated firearms qualifications during this reporting period. The 
current quantities of ammunition after training and firearms qualifications use are reflected in the inventory. 
 
Intended Acquisition in 2024 
 
No new equipment in this category is requested or anticipated at this time. 
 
Total Annual Cost 
 
There have been no replenishment costs for this category during this reporting period. 
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CATEGORY 14 - PROJECTILE LAUNCH PLATFORMS & ASSOCIATED MUNITIONS 
 
Inventory 
 

Equipment Type Quantity 
Defense Technology 40mm Launcher 8 
Defense Technology 40mm Impact Sponge Baton 42 

 
Use Reporting 
 
All uses of the projectile launch platforms and munitions reported in this category have only been for training and/or mandated qualifications during 
this reporting period. The current quantities of projectile munitions subsequent to the training and firearms qualifications use are reflected in the 
inventory. 
 
Intended Acquisition in 2024 
 
No new equipment in this category is requested or anticipated at this time. 
 
Total Annual Cost 
 
There have been no replenishment costs for this category during this reporting period. 
 
 
 


